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Victoria
Traralgon
We left Traralgon on Saturday 21
April 2007. “We” being Bev, me and
our “rig”. I have always wanted to
drive a “big rig” My image of a ‘big
rig’ is of a semi-trailer or, more
recently, a B-Double. But not quite up
to that dream/fantasy, but still
somewhat satisfying to my childhood
dream is our VT Holden and the 16.5
ft Windsor Caravan we were towing.
We drove west from our home in
Gippsland, through Melbourne to
Ballarat in the goldfields area of
Western Victoria. We were warmly
welcomed and looked after by our
eldest son and his wife Mick and Louise. After a coupleof days with them, we headed north.
It was a beautiful day and we had a cup of coffee just near Waubra on the Sunraysia
highway, and then had lunch in a picnic spot just on the outskirts of Donald. The Sunraysia
Highway is a very pleasant drive which, after joining the Calder Highway not far from Ouyen,
takes you to Mildura on the Murray River. However our destination before this was Rainbow,
so we turned west off the Sunraysia not far past Donald, and passed through Warracknabeal
to Rainbow.

Rainbow
We had a happy couple of days with our friends Peter and Denise in Rainbow. As a very
green Baptist minister, I had been allocated Rainbow as my first church. Well actually there
were three churches: Rainbow, Kenmare and Hindmarsh. The people that made up my
congregation were mostly wheat and sheep farmers. We had just returned from our
honeymoon when we started our ministry
there, and the people took us to their
hearts. Denise’s family was especially
generous and kind to us, and we became
firm friends with the whole extended family.
Peter had been the headmaster of the local
High School and always had projects and
support activities for the town on the go.
He was a good artist and had painted
murals around the town together with a
small group of likeminded artists. A
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passing interest at the time we visited was a family of caterpillars and their chrysalises.
We reluctantly said our farewells and set out for Renmark in South Australia. This meant we
had to get back on the Sunraysia Highway and the Calder Highway to get to Mildura.
Mildura is 112 kilometres from the South Australian border. Now we felt we were really on
our way. As we drove along, many farmers were out working their ground over, preparing to
plant their crop when the rain arrived. There is supposed to be good rain forecast for
Thursday and Friday.

Return to Table of Contents
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South Australia
Renmark
By mid-afternoon we had arrived at
Renmark, but not before unexpectedly
passing through a quarantine roadblock
just out of the town. We had to hand
over all our onions, potatoes, tomatoes
etc and a pumpkin. Our caravan park
was right on the Murray river and was
absolutely beautiful. We were only a
few metres from the river on beautiful
lush grass. The river itself looked to us
to be normal and not affected by
drought at all, even though officially the
Southern half of Australia had been
experiencing a drought since 2002, and
it was not to be declared officially over
until 2012.
Berri
We got underway the next day, and, not far along the road, we came to Berri. Berri is a
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beautiful place famous for its citrus fruits and situated right on the Murray. It boasts the “Big
Orange” just on the outskirts of town.
Over the road from the Big Orange is the Wilabalangaloo Nature Reserve (great name!),
which is situated on the banks of the Murray River. The name derives from an Aboriginal
word said to mean 'place of the red, yellow and brown stones,' reflecting the colours exposed
in the cliff face along the river.
The Big Orange has struggled to keep open for visitors. It opened in 1980 and has changed
hands many times over the years. With an unsuccessful auction in 2008, the property was
eventually sold to a local businessman. It was closed as you can see, but there are plans to
one day open it up to the public again.
There is also a tragic event which is connected with the Big Orange. Dharmander Singh
"cold bloodedly" murdered his estranged wife Linda Bartley by shooting her four times on
June 22, 2001. The murder happened at the Big Orange. Singh was not apprehended by
police until two days later when he was in a Sydney Sikh temple, and was sentenced to a
minimum 24 years in jail.
Past Berri we found a small wayside fruit
stall that we had been to before called
Aggies. It has a reputation for good fruit at
a cheap price. Sure enough it lived up to its
reputation, and we were able to leave with
a mixture of fruit and veggies for $14. We
started straight in to enjoy the plums and
later found the mandarins pretty good too.
Not only were we surprised by the amount
of water in the Murray which looked to be at
a normal height here also, but we passed
Lake Bonney which was quite large and
seemed full.
Return to Table of Contents

Barmera
Just as we came to the outskirts of Barmera, we turned north on to a smaller road that took
us in the right direction for Port Augusta. It was a good two lane road and had very little
traffic. Even though it was a back road, it had a speed limit of 110 kph. Barmera was an
“alien internment camp” during World War II. (See box on next page)
We passed a place called Overland Corner where it started to rain, and did not stop for the
rest of the day. Overland Corner consisted of one building, a hotel. Originally set up as a
watering hole for drovers and overlanders operating between New South Wales and the
Adelaide Colony, it also served as a temporary camping ground for steamers passing
through on the River Murray, which flows a mere 600ft from the hotel.
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Internment during World War II
During the Second World War ‘enemy aliens’ were interned by the Australian government. South Australia’s main internment camp was at Loveday, near
Barmera on the River Murray. The Loveday camp comprised of three compounds and three wood camps. The camps housed German, Italian and Japanese
internees from around Australia, prisoners of war from the Middle East, Pacific Islands and Netherlands East Indies and internees from the United Kingdom,
New Zealand and Pacific Islands.
The first internees arrived at Loveday on 11 June 1941. In May 1943 the complex held its largest number of internees and prisoners of war, 5382. The last
internees were released from Loveday in late February 1946.
Ten escaped from the camps. Only one of these was from inside a compound and the others were from work gangs outside the camps. None of the escapees
were at large for longer than three days. In April 1942 a tunnel was dug out of one of the camps, but was discovered before it could be used for an escape.
Work undertaken by the internees and prisoners of war included growing of guayule shrubs for the production of rubber, pyrethrum for making insecticide
and opium poppies for morphine production, all of which were vital during wartime. The internees and prisoners also grew vegetables and many varieties of
seed for both Army and civilian use. The wood chopped at the three wood camps went to fire the steam pumps used on the Riverland irrigation settlements.
Pigs and poultry were also raised for meat and eggs.
Concerns were raised about the fact that in Australian internment camps internees were grouped together by nationality with no regard for their political or
religious beliefs, leading to Nazis and fascists and anti-Nazis and anti-fascists being imprisoned together. Friction between those with opposing political
views was often evident and some suggested that their incarceration together contravened the Geneva Convention.
At Loveday an Italian anarchist and anti-fascist, Francesco Fantin, was killed by Bruno Casotti, a fascist, on 16 November 1942. The fascists, however,
claimed that Fantin and Casotti had argued, Casotti had pushed Fantin and he had fallen and hit his head on a tap. It is well documented that the anti-fascists
were in a minority in the camps and were abused and threatened by the fascists for being traitors to Italy. Fantin was one of the leaders of the anti-fascists
and thus was particularly singled out for abuse. Fantin had complained several times to the camp authorities and asked to be moved, but his concerns were
generally ignored. Casotti was tried for manslaughter. Evidence later came to light that meant he could have been charged with murder, but the Australian
authorities wanted the affair dealt with quickly lest it attract public attention to the tensions within the internment camps resulting from the policy of
incarcerating fascists and anti-fascists together. Casotti was found guilty and sentenced to two years hard labour at Yatala Labour Prison. Despite the
attempts made to stop Fantin’s death becoming a scandal, or perhaps because of them, the incident did come to the attention of the public and there was a
general outcry about the leniency of the sentence handed to Casotti and the government’s internment policies. Eventually this led to the release of antifascists from the Australian internment camps.

The historic building was erected in 1859, and since that time has served as a staging point,
a general store, a police station and even the local Post Office.

On this road we were delighted to pass the Pelican Point Nudist Resort and a little further on,
a camel farm. No particular connection as far as I know. We were on the north of the Murray
and followed it for quite a way with lots of vineyards adjacent to the river which, one would
assume, were being irrigated from the river. At Morgan we turned away from the river to head
north. There was a huge pipeline that ran alongside or near the road, presumably taking
water to some of the towns that we would pass through.
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The country became quite “outbackish” with low saltbushes all around us which had a leaf
that was almost a silvery green and were surprisingly attractive. They were so widespread in
the paddocks near the road that we thought they might have been planted, but later we saw
an experimental farm where they were in fact cultivating saltbush.
The land was flat and barren looking and only a few stunted trees dotted here and there. The
vegetation changed a little bit with other low bushes mixed in with the saltbush, but they were
not so attractive and looked a bit messy.

Burra
Around lunchtime we came to a small town called Burra. The highway actually skirted around
the town, but because we needed petrol we decided to turn off to the “city centre”. To our
amazement the town was a gem. It was obviously very historical judging by the old buildings,
Redruth Gaol

The Copper Mine today, and (left) the miners’
‘houses’ carved out along the bank of the creek

but they had obviously been well loved, restored and maintained. When we got to the centre
of town, there was a town square, very like some of the English villages we saw when we
were over there. We found ourselves warming to the place and in no hurry to leave.
We learnt that it had a fascinating history. When Europeans came to the area to settle it had
nothing much going for it and the economy of South Australia was not far off bankruptcy. The
town of Burra began in 1846 as a company town named Kooringa, surveyed and built for the
South Australian Mining Association. It was the first such company town in Australia and
remained so until the closure of the mine. An Aboriginal word Kooringa (kuri-ngga) means 'in
the locality of the she-oak'. The neighbouring hills of Kooringa and the mine were stripped of
their trees for the mine works. Kooringa today is known as Burra South and is the main part
of the town of Burra.
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The story goes that in 1845 two shepherds each made separate discoveries of copper near
the Burra Creek. Two big mining companies were able to buy the two copper lodes from the
shepherds at a price which was to the detriment of the shepherds’ financial situation. The
companies were nicknamed the Nobs and the Snobs. They drew lots to see who would mine
which area and in the end the Nobs made little money out of their draw and the Snobs made
a fortune. Evidently at its peak in the 1850s it had a bigger population than Brisbane and
Perth combined and their “Redruth Gaol” was the first built outside Adelaide. It housed 30
prisoners and later in its history became a girls’ reformatory. It had a leading role in the
filming of Breaker Morant.
The Burra Burra Copper Mine was formed in 1848. For 15 years the mine supplied 89 per
cent of South Australia's and 5 per cent of the world's copper. Along with the copper mine at
Kapunda the Burra mines were largely responsible for saving South Australia from financial
ruin in the 1850s. Despite being a company town, Kooringa was neglected by its owner, the
Mining Association, which took no responsibility beyond the initial laying out of the town. No
ongoing maintenance was undertaken with the Association expecting the residents to look
after it themselves despite the fact that they had no freehold in the town, only limited
leasehold. With insufficient housing, many miners were forced to dig makeshift homes. In the
census of 1851 over a third of the population were living along the creek and the census
compiler took time to note:
“There are no houses, the dwellings being excavated in the banks of the Burra Creek”
Today Burra is the regional centre for the farming community and a popular tourist
destination.
When Bev went to buy a couple of bread rolls from the bakery, she found it crowded. When
the crowd is made up of locals, we reckon they must be pretty good. It reminded us of the
Beechworth Bakery in Victoria with which we were familiar. She came back with a couple of
very tasty chicken and vegetable pies hot out of the oven.
Return to Table of Contents

Port Augusta
We dragged ourselves away from this fascinating place which sat at the beginning of a much
more hilly terrain. It still remained rather barren looking, but we spotted some russet coloured
animals in amongst the scrubby paddocks and discovered they were sheep which had taken
on the colour of the red soil. There were lots of lambs there too, some were twins.
Later as we got closer to Port Augusta we saw a sign that indicated that we were entering
the Flinders Ranges. Obviously we were at the southernmost end of the ranges, but we
found ourselves winding up and down through steep hills with lots of huge rocks around us
as we drove. We must explore the Flinders Ranges some time.
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We arrived at Port Augusta around 4 pm, and as it was still raining we set up as best we
could in the rain and then closed the caravan up and made it as snug as we could while we
had some tea and settled down for the evening.
Just across from us was a huge mobile home which you can see in the background in the
picture. That’s the front of it on the left of our van, and you can see the rear of the mobile
home on the other side of our van with its car trailer attached and the car sitting beside it. We
also watched them do their washing in a full sized washing machine. It was obviously so far
out of our reach financially,
that we felt no envy. I was
still proud of our little (16
foot) caravan and 7 year old
Holden Commodore!
We slept in the next morning
and Bev requested breakfast
in bed. She got it and was
able to finish her book! I put
up the awning and the TV
aerial which gives us
reception for three stations.
Bev did the washing, and
then we went to the city
centre and had a look
around. We had lunch at a
very nice coffee shop.
Seemed to be frequented by a lot of locals so we figured it should be good - and it was.
On the northwestern outskirts of town we found the Arid Lands Botanical Gardens (see
pictures on next page). It was an interesting place with acres of space. At the Visitors’ Centre
we watched a video about dry area plants and how they have developed various methods of
surviving in the dry Australian outback conditions.
We were both a bit tired when we got back to the caravan, so after Bev had collected the
washing in, we turned on the tele, cooked some spaghetti Bolognese and hibernated for the
night. It had started to rain again.

Storm clouds gather over Port Augusta.
Main shopping centre on the right

Railway Station mural
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Arid Lands Botanic Gardens.
Top left:
Entrance

Above:
Unusual sign to give way to snakes, cockatoos and lizards

Left:
A lookout on the east of the Botanic Gardens with a view of
the top end of the Spencer Gulf which, further to the south,
separates the Eyre Peninsula from the Yorke Peninsula.

The next day which was a Saturday, we had another look around the town. As the town is
called “Port" Augusta, we went to the “Port”, which turned out to be one long wharf with not a
boat in sight. I think it stopped being a proper port a long time ago.
We checked on the railway station from which the Ghan, going to Darwin, and the Pichi Richi
tourist train which follows the Old Ghan line between Port Augusta and Quorn to the east,
leave.
Port Augusta is significant for its location as an important crossroads. The only trans
Australia railway and highway go through here as the population (and vegetation) is sparse
north of here. For example, our caravan park had people who had traveled from West
Australia across the Nullabor. There were also some who had come from Darwin south
through Alice Springs, and there were people who had come from New South Wales and
Victoria through Broken Hill or Mildura, as well as the ones who had traveled from the south
of SA. The Trans Australian Railway has to come through here and of course the Ghan which
travels from Adelaide to Darwin through Alice Springs, goes through here too.
On Sunday we set off for Ceduna. This would take us across the top of the Eyre
Peninsula. If you were to run a knife along the road from Port Augusta to Ceduna, the
Eyre Peninsula would float off into the Great Australian Bight.
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It was mild but overcast and we were more aware of the ring of mountain ranges that
surround Port Augusta than we were while we were there. We also went through vast
expanses of flat, dry plains covered with low saltcoachh and other scrub. On the way
out of town we also saw a road train terminal, reminding us that we would begin to see
these monsters from now on. And we certainly did, although these are comparatively
small road trains with only the prime mover and two huge trailers. I think when we get
into the northern part of Australia we will see them with more trailers.
We had a bit of rain as we traveled but nothing to write home about. On the contrary,
when we phoned my brother Frank who was staying in our flat in Traralgon, later in the
day, he said that it had been pouring in Traralgon in what locals called an
unprecedented fashion. We still had the big water pipeline following us alongside the
road, but it was obvious that there had been good rains in the last few weeks as there
was a pleasant tinge of green in the paddocks, especially in the more civilized
farmlands.
Iron Knob
We stopped to look at Iron Knob which claims to be the birthplace of the Australian steel
industry. The ‘knob’ is a mountain which
has been mined for its iron and now looks
unique from a distance because of its flat
top. It is a rusty colour which presumably is
the iron that attracted people there in the
first place. It was in fact the first iron deposit
found in Australia and where BHP steelmaking first started. The place itself was run
down and forgotten looking, but they had a
sense of humour (much needed I would
think) as we saw one house - a tiny
ramshackle cottage sitting on a block of
land about as big as an inner suburban
block - with its name proudly displayed in
front: “Buckingham Shack”.

Kimba
We saw the “Big Parrot” at Kimba - well it
was a galah really.
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Wirrulla
Stopped at Wirrulla for lunch where there was a caravan park which consisted of a large
square of concrete with a fence around it and an entrance. In the middle was an electricity
post for plugging in your caravan power and a box in the form of a pig with a smiling face for
you to leave a donation! As we were driving away, we spotted a sign that said “Historic
wharf”. This intrigued us and we followed the sign and sure enough there was a wharf with a
decrepit looking boat on the ground beside it. There was no water in sight and the ocean was
50 or 60 kilometres away. There was no board giving the history of the wharf, so we left a bit
mystified.

However Google (https://www.geocaching.com/play) later supplied the following fascinating
explanation:
“The town of Wirrulla has a secret. At least that's what the signs say on the main
road as you're passing by. The secret is the Wirrulla Jetty. The Wirrulla Progress
Association raised funds and built the Wirrulla Jetty in 2001. It was opened by locals
Roger Kelsh and David Lane. It is one of the few Jetties in Australia that has a lawn at
the end of it so you can come and enjoy a picnic or BBQ as well as the other favourite
activities of the area. You can fish off the Jetty or dive into the refreshing crystal clear
water to cool off with the dolphins. Watch out for the occasional fast moving current
and try to swim between the flags. Note that the lawn at the end of the Jetty is actually
the tee off to the 5th hole of the golf course! Wirrulla really has it all!!”
Return to Table of Contents

Ceduna
We arrived in Ceduna just after 2 pm and, although it was sunny we found it was quite a cool
wind when we went for a walk along the foreshore later on. The town itself has quite a
pleasant shopping centre with most of the ‘necessary’ shops there. The main street looked
good and neat with lots of gardens, and the council was in the process of improving the
curbs and crossings. The foreshore had a wide strip of lush grass with Norfolk Island Pines
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and other trees in abundance. There is a
long jetty jutting out into the water, but,
as it is not a fishing town and there does
not seem to be any other commercial
organizations that would use the jetty, we
felt it must just be for recreational boats.
The next morning the weather was
perfect as we set out for the Nullabor
Roadhouse 300 or so kilometers away.

Penong
Along the way we passed through Penong
which is billed as ‘the place of 100 windmills’.
There was nothing else of interest there and
the few windmills we saw did not add up to
100 - 10 maybe!
Because there had been good rains here in
the last week or two, the farmers were out
working their paddocks. Many of the paddocks were showing a tinge of green which, under a
clear blue sky and with the Mallee Gums beside the road and scattered around the farms,
made us feel that we were back in our Mallee home at Rainbow again.
Yalata
Near Yalata we crossed a stock grid in the road which connected a break in a large 2 metre

On the right, how it was,
and below as it is now

high fence that divided off the Yalata Aboriginal lands. If you do anything other than drive on
the highway you have to have a permit to go anywhere in this area. This was also the end of
the cultivated land and from here on there was unbroken Mallee bush. The rain seemed to
have cheered all the Mallee Gums up and they looked contented and sprightly. The Yalata
roadhouse which we think on previous trips had been looked after by the aboriginal people,
was closed and looked deserted.
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We overshot the sign that told us we were entering the Nullabor (‘no tree’ in Latin) Plain. We
pulled up half a kilometer past it and walked back. In the process we were ‘assisted’ by a
guy in a van, and a couple in a caravan and Bev was air horned loudly by two passing road
trains. Later we also took a picture of Bev looking over a 3 way sign warning of wombats,
kangaroos and dromedaries.
Return to Table of Contents

Nullabor Roadhouse
By two o’clock we were at the Nullabor Roadhouse where we booked in to the caravan park
which is just a large area of gravel with quite a number of electricity poles for caravans. By
dark there were eight or ten different vehicles parked there including two people who were
riding across the Nullabor on push bikes and another couple who were driving but camping
in tents at night. The tents had a special area because on the gravel patch we were not
allowed to hammer pegs in, so there were no annexes or awnings allowed unless they were
just attached to the van or mobile home and did not need pegs. There is a large generator in
a shed about 200 metres away in the paddock which supplies our electricity. There is also a
windsock there which presumably means that the Flying Doctor or other emergency or
recreational planes could land here. Everything is expensive. We bought a couple of small
bottles of coke and an unbuttered finger bun which cost us almost $10. The petrol is 166.9
cents per litre so we filled the car with two and a half of the four drums we had in the boot.
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They had cost us 126.9 cents per litre. Big difference!
We wandered around at sunset and took some more pictures and then our neighbours
called us out to see a dingo that had wandered into the caravan park. I got some fuzzy
pictures and none of us was attacked, although it did look hungry.
They then invited us to have a look at their new (second hand) mobile home that they had
just bought up in Queensland. They were on their way back to WA, but had either been on
the road or being treated for various health problems since July last year. Their mobile home
was magnificent. It was not a Winnebago - a bit smaller - but was set up very luxuriously.
Whatever - we like our little caravan and are probably happier than anyone else on the road!
The generator chugged along happily all night and the people in the caravan near us said
that they were unable to sleep because of it. We were aware of it, but it did not keep us
awake. Bev decided to have a shower before we left and found that you had to pay $1 for
the shower to work for 5 minutes. She came back to the caravan to get her $1 and it worked
OK as far as hot water went. The water was boiling! To make it worse the money did not
activate the cold tap, so she had her very hot shower in about two minutes. Then of course
the shower did not turn off until it had run its full five minutes! So three minutes of precious
water was wasted.
Across the Bight
It was Tuesday morning, and as we
settled on to the highway, we spotted
three dingos frolicking about 10
metres back from the road in
amongst the spinifex. We figured they
were just pups because of the way
they were jumping about. Further
along the highway we came to a sign
saying that this was an emergency
landing place for the Royal Flying
Doctor Service. Sure enough the road
had been widened a few feet and
lines painted on the road to indicate
the two ends of the landing strip
which of course was the road itself.
We stopped at a parking area which
was at the top of the huge cliffs that
circle a large part of the Great
Australian Bight. We read that the
sea cliffs of the Great Australian Bight
are the longest unbroken stretch of
sea cliffs in the world. They vary in
height up to 90 metres. The area
where we stopped was part of the
Great Australian Bight Marine Park,
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and we had our morning cuppa coffee
there.
There were a couple more lookouts on
to the Bight but we kept going. There
was however one place where the road
itself ran within metres of the cliffs. It
was quite awe inspiring and we looked
painstakingly for whales because we
had a view of a large slice of ocean, but
to no avail.

Return to Table of Contents
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Western Australia
Border Village
We stopped at Border Village and had to have the car and caravan checked at the
Quarantine station where they relieved us of our precious elder tree which we had bought as
a present for Anne. We found a leaf in the caravan later, so we will present that to Anne in
place of the full tree.

Eucla
Five kilometres further
along we passed Eucla
(petrol was selling for
137.9 cpI) and then we
descended through the
Eucla Pass to a flat coastal
plain. What had happened
was that the huge coastal
cliffs which we had been
driving near, at this point
turned inland, so that from
here on for quite a long

You can see clearly in this Google Earth photo,
that the coastal cliffs turn inland at the SA/WA
border and head towards Eucla.
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way we had an escarpment rising up sharply on our right – the continuation of the
magnificent Bunda Cliffs which extend approximately 100km along the Great Australian
Bight from the east of Head of Bight to the South Australian border.
We passed some cops booking people and also two lone bicycle riders and later a couple
on a tandem bike. The wind had been very strong for a good deal of the way, and we were
either having it blow from the side or the front. For the cyclists we saw, this meant that they
had the wind behind them. For us it meant that our petrol consumption increased. We
passed another three RFDS emergency airstrips over the next hundred kilometres or so - all
of them using the road as the landing area.
Mudrabilla and Caiguna
We bought petrol at Mudrabilla for 137.9 cpI. This was amazing as we found that at
Cocklebiddy, a bit further along it was 168.2 and at Caiguna it was 168.9 cpI. Unfortunately
we were going to have to buy some at that price or we could be stranded somewhere
between Caiguna and Kalgoorlie the next day. Our caravan site at Caiguna only cost $18,
but a loaf of bread cost us $4.80!

This is Caiguna. It is just a roadhouse and motel. The caravan park was behind the motel.

As we left Caiguna the next
morning, there was a sign telling
us that we were about to enter a
90 mile - 146.6 kilometres - stretch
of road that did not have a bend. It
was the longest stretch of straight
road in Australia.
Along the road we filled in a couple
of gaps in our viewing of wild life.
Beside the road was a waterhole
which had been lined with black
plastic and on a rock beside the
waterhole was a dingo basking in
the sun. Up until this stage we had only seen some raptors hovering over potential prey, but
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today we saw three wedgetailed eagles, in each case they were feeding on road kill and
competing with a bunch of pesky crows. We also saw some beautiful grass parrots with
stunning colours. Of course the ubiquitous galahs continued to demand our attention.
Just after the end of the 90 mile straight stretch we were stopped by a road worker with a
stop sign who told us that we might be delayed for 10 minutes. We stopped and chatted to
him while we waited and, amongst other things, asked him about the abandoned house that
we had seen just before we stopped. He told us it was one of the old trans-Australia
telegraph stations which had been the first means of communication across Australia.
The whole business of communication fascinated us. Here we were travelling along a
bitumen highway that connected Eastern Australia to the West. We could see some of the
old telephone poles which had run alongside the road but were now abandoned. Although
we could not see it, we knew that the Trans Australia Railway line was paralleling our route
a few kilometres to the north. And while we were travelling, Bev became the chief “tower
spotter”. These were towers which we think had some TV relays as well as phone and
mobile relays as part of their reason for being. Every now and then we would see the vapour
trails of passenger planes flying at 30,000 feet and beyond that we were aware of the place
of satellites in communication. It certainly is an amazing world we live in!
Our road worker friend also told us that he had been chatting to a truckie who told him that
he had just run over two dromedaries. He was very proud of the fact that he had killed one
and then the other had appeared and he had dealt with that one also. Our friendly informant
was pretty disgusted with him. We have not seen any dromedaries, but he told us that there
were brumbies in the area too. Talking of road trains, at one stage we saw 8 road trains
travelling together - an awesome sight.
We were eventually allowed to move past the road works which stretched for 28 kilometres.
Unfortunately for us, much of the road was still the gravel sub strata before the bitumen
would be added, and the water truck had just preceded us so that we ended up with mud
splattered over the side of the car and the front and side of the caravan.
Return to Table of Contents

Norseman/Kalgoorlie
Of course the first thing we saw as we entered the Kalgoorlie caravan park later on was that
we weren’t allowed to wash cars or caravans at all.

Welcome to Norseman

Before we got to Norseman the flat coastal plain that we
had been travelling on gave way to the Fraser Ranges.
The road changed to provide us with a lot more curves
and hills. At Norseman we had to fill with petrol and it
cost us 141.9 cpI and from there we headed on the last
section of the day’s travel to Kalgoorlie. Beside us for a
lot of the way was a huge more or less dry lake bed
called Lake Cowan. The only other recordable event
was that we went through Widgiemooltha – love the
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name! - before we came to Coolgardie, a rather boring, dry old western style town which
called itself “the mother of the goldfields”.
We planned to stay in Kalgoorlie for a day before going on to Bev’s sister Anne’s place at
Minnivale. We spent the day having a look around. Not far from the caravan park we found
the “Super Pit” which is a huge open cut gold mine and you can drive up to the lookout and
see the Euclids which are gigantic vehicles, being filled up with the grey soil from which they
extract the gold, and looking like small kids Tinker toys at the bottom of the hole. We had to
admit that it made our open cut mines in the Latrobe Valley look quite small.

We went around to the Visitors Centre and looked
for a book which would tell us a bit about the history
of Kalgoorlie and were pleasantly surprised to find
that they were selling Mum’s book, “Where is Brown
Hill?” It took pride of place on the shelf and cost $15
to buy. We then went around the corner to Hay
Street and saw the famous brothels. There used to
be lots of them here in Hay Street, but now we only
saw the two. We took some pictures but decided
against the “exciting and stimulating tour” that was
being offered!
Kalgoorlie reminds me a bit of Broken Hill because
they are both mining towns and they have both
produced many strong, individualistic characters.
The original discoverers of gold were Hannan,
Flanagan and Shea. Flanagan writes about that day
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on 10 June 1893, that he picked up a couple of small pieces of gold near the camp of some
men who were looking for a particular location of which they had heard, so he kept his find to
himself.
“I was afraid to pick it up as some of the men might see me from the hill above, so I
threw an old dead bush over it and went away. I told my mates Pat Hannon and Dan
Shea of my discovery and we left camp as if for Coolgardie, but turned into the scrub
until the party had moved on. We then returned, took the dead bush off the gold and
picked up about 9 ounces. We prospected the watercourse and as results were
favourable, we decided that Pat should return to Coolgardie at once and apply for a
reward claim. While he was away, Dan and I picked up 100 ounces.”
The rush then started, but it was not easy. The lack of water, the sale of which was big
business at 2 shillings and sixpence a gallon, took a heavy toll through scurvy, dysentery and
typhoid.
A month or so after the original discovery, rich deposits were found south of the original
find, and this area which stretches from Boulder through Kalgoorlie became known as
“the Golden Mile”. A year later the population was 15,000.

Coolgardie
We took the road back to Coolgardie, after an early start, with Minnivale, where Bev’s sister
Anne lives, as our destination. On the way we passed a number of signs pointing off the road
to gold mine sites, some of which we think were still working. They had interesting names
which stirred the imagination a bit. Among them were “Frog’s Leg Mine”; “Salvation Mine”
and “Redemption Mine”. We wondered whether these last two were called those names
because of the fervent faith of the miners or whether the miner’s had hocked everything to
find gold and the
names were
expressions of hope
that their efforts would
get them out of deep
trouble.
For quite a while we
were still in bush
country - not quite
desert country - and
many of the trees were
fairly large but all
shaped like the Mallee
Gum with a number of trunks arising from the same ground level root. What caught our
attention most were the trees that had shiny bronze trunks. The sun was shining from behind
us and highlighting these beautiful trees to present them to us at their best. In places there
were quite large acreages of them and they were stunning. I believe that they are Salmon
Gums, so-called because of their salmon colored bark. The bark changes color with the
seasons! The references say that “the smooth reddish pink bark of late summer fades to
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grey”. We were there in May – late autumn! The species is found from York to east and
south-east of Kalgoorlie/Boulder.
What with the clear blue sky and the crisp coolness of the morning we felt quite exhilarated.

Bulla Bulling
Bulla Bulling consisted of a single (former
Cobb & Co?) pub which looked run down and
almost abandoned. We stopped for a cuppa
coffee as it was about 8 am. The pub was
probably still being used for a residence as we
were being challenged as we walked around
by an unseen dog behind the tin fence.
The sign on the front of the pub said, “Bulla
Bulling Rock Tavern . . . Last chance for
cold beer and petrol for a long long time”.

Southern Cross
We were heading for Southern Cross which can be seen as either the last town on the edge
of the wheatbelt or the first town on the Eastern Goldfields. Its importance is based on its
status as the first major gold discovery in the huge Eastern Goldfields region. Indeed, as the
authors of “The Mile That Midas Touched” observed, Southern Cross, because it predates
the larger towns to the east, has a special relationship with Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie. It was
not only a mining town, but was also the “head of the line” before the railway was pushed
further inland. It was the “mother town” of Coolgardie, “the old Camp”, and at least the
“grandmother” of Kalgoorlie and the Golden Mile.
Thomas Risely’s account of the discovery of gold at Southern Cross gives an insight
into the hardships which were to confront the settlers of the area:
“Myself, Toomey and Charlie Crossland, started out from our camp at
Barcoyton. After prospecting the belt for some days our water gave out. Our
blackboy whom I call Wheelbarrow, said he knew plenty of Gabby (water) at

The Southern Cross main street today
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Koorkoordine. When we got to Koorkoordine we found one of Hunt ’s dry wells,
just as dry as we were. We decided to start back through the night and return
to our camp, about 40 miles away, and, thanks to Charlie Crossland 1s
knowledge of the stars, we travelled by the Southern Cross. Without Charlie’s
knowledge, our bones would be bleaching in the scrub now, as we were two
days without water at this time. We had to remain at our camp until rains came,
them myself and Mick Toomey set out again. We discovered gold four miles
from Koorkoordine. I named the place Southern Cross.”
Merredin
We did not stop in Southern Cross but pressed on to Merredin where we needed to buy
petrol. It was a pleasant little place with a beautiful lawn area the length of the main street
dividing the shops and street from a very ample parking area with the railway station behind
that.
Serendipitously we found
a petrol station selling
petrol for 130.9 cpI which
was the lowest we had
seen for a while. They
were running as a “self
serve 24 hour station”
which meant that they
had a sort of ATM type
machine outside the
shop and you swiped
your card and entered
the bowser number you were going to use and then you went and filled up. After that you
swiped your card again and were issued with a receipt. No need for any human service at
all. In spite of that there was a lady there who was selling soft drinks and explaining the
system to uneducated people such as us. The first thing she explained to me was that the
power had failed in their drink fridges so there were no drinks available. Not only that but she
said to me “Have a look at this . . “ and proceeded to point out that there was a little mouse
running around inside the fridge which could not be rescued (or otherwise disposed of!)
because with the power off they could not operate the doors.
Return to Table of Contents

Minnivale
Bev remembered the road to Minnivale and we were soon driving up the narrow dirt road
with bushes brushing the side of the car and caravan which led us to Anne’s front gate. We
met her dog Misha first and she was a beautiful and friendly dog - a kelpie/Rhodesian
Ridgeback cross - who welcomed us with some enthusiasm. We found Anne around the
other side of the house and we were finally able to wash the Nullabor mud off the caravan.
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The next day was Saturday and, in the evening went in to Dowerin for tea at the local pub.
There was a vintage car weekend happening and we were able to see some wonderful old
cars: Jaguars, Super Snipes, MGs, Model T Fords and a lot of other beautiful old cars.
At the pub we were joined by Anne’s friend Sue and Norm and their neighbours as well as
another family that were showing one of their old cars. They were a nice bunch and we

received heaps of guidance and suggestions about where to go and what to do on our tour.
One of the women told us not to miss going to Stuarts Well which is just south of Alice
Springs and have tea at the pub. There is nothing much else there but every evening about
7:30 the publican brings in “Dinkie the Dingo”. Dinkie evidently sits on the piano stool and
actually plays some kind of a tune with his paws, crossing them over like a professional as
he does so. He then proceeds to sing to his own accompaniment! We’ll believe it if and when
we see it.

Northam
On Sunday we went to the Dowerin Church of England with about ten other people and
attended the morning service. The vicar is a woman called Norma who was very relaxed
and friendly. After the service we headed for Northam south of Dowerin where we were to
meet Anne’s family. We arrived in Northam and found the park where we were meeting
was a beautifully kept park with children’s playground equipment and was also the site of
the Visitor’s Centre and a restaurant up on the first floor which overlooked quite a large
river flowing through this part of town. The river was the Avon and was evidently the site of
rowing championships of some kind.
Celyna, Paul and their two little girls Mia and Brie arrived about an hour late and David and
Donna phoned another hour later to say that they were waiting for us in another town, so
we didn’t see them at all. I think Anne had been a little lax in the arrangements. Mia and
Brie were a little shy, but stole my heart. We got some nice photos of them. While we were
there a horse drawn dray with open sides and a couple of bench seats pulled by two
Clydesdales called Michael and Matthew pulled up. Michael was 18 and was teaching 7
year old Matthew the ropes as it were. Bev and Anne decided to take the girls for a ride.
They were a bit reluctant at first, but after Celyna had taken them around the front and
introduced them to Michael and Matthew, they seemed happier to hop in.
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To our amazement, coming along to have a ride also was Auntie Nell! Well it could have
been. She was the same thin build as Auntie Nell and wore a maroon hat - after all it was
Sunday - with a long, old-fashioned overcoat which came almost to her ankles. She
shuffled along on
black shoes with the
sole coming off, and
she carried an
enormous red
handbag. If it wasn’t
Auntie Nell
reincarnated then it
was Ma direct from
the pages of Dad
and Dave. She was
wonderful. After the
ride she was the last
one off the carriage
and she started to
wander in our
direction while we
watched her with
fascination.
Not only did she come in our direction, but she actually came up to us and without any
further ado or even a word from us, she told us her life story. She is 85 and had lived on a
farm and was very close to her Dad. After he died, her son ran the farm and she came in
to Northam at her doctor’s orders. Now she wants to go back to the farm, but she doesn’t
get on with her daughter-in-law, so she stays in Northam and her son, who was with her
and helping to look after her dog, comes in to see her on his own.
Return to Table of Contents

Geraldton
On Monday it was time for us to head into the unknown - well, unknown to us anyway. We
had planned a route to Geraldton which took us through Wongan Hills and Maya. These
two places were where one of our relatives worked on the railway in the first half of last
century. Pretty well all the trip was through wheat and sheep country, but there were
patches of mallee scrub and quite a few areas that looked like dry marshes with lakes or
ponds which had also dried and were white with salt. We were not sure whether we were
looking at some of the salination problem that we have heard so much about or whether
we were simply looking at salt marshes. There were a lot of much larger gum trees, some
of which were magnificent, standing there proudly holding up the sky.
Wongan Hills had a huge property just outside the town which belonged to a feed
merchant. The main thing we saw was what seemed like a couple of acres of haystacks
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made up of those big square hay bales. They were stacked 6 or 8 high and had been put
into large stacks holding what must have been 5/600 bales in each stack, and there were
lots of stacks. There must have been thousands of bales of hay there.
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We stopped for a toilet stop at a small place called Dalwallinu which seemed to be just

another servo and pub on the highway. When we saw the sign to “the town centre” we
turned off the highway and found a really beautiful little town like an oasis in the desert. I
disappeared into the public loo (10 out of 10 for cleanliness and facilities) and when I
came back I found a man talking to Bev. It turned out that he had been a shire councillor
for 35 years and was telling Bev all about the great support they had from the new CEO to
improve things in their town. “If you want to do it, just do it”. We congratulated him on a
wonderful place to live - ten out of ten again.
Our last 35 kilometres into Geraldton
was along the Brand Highway which
ran parallel to the beach. Although the
day was very mild, we looked at the
trees that were growing between the
road and the beach and they had a
huge lean on them away from the
beach. We guessed that there must be
some pretty strong and consistent
winds to have that effect.

On the way we passed this sign beside the
road:
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Wreck of HMAS Sydney found

Updated 17 Mar 2008, 3:45pm
The group searching for
HMAS Sydney has found the
wreckage of the World War II
Australian warship off the
coast of Western Australia,
the ABC has confirmed.
The breakthrough by the
Finding Sydney Foundation
comes less than 24 hours
after it announced it had
located the wreckage of the
German raider Kormoran,
which also sank after a battle
with the Sydney in November
1941.
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Geraldton is a much bigger city than we expected. It
has a population of around 25,000 which is about the
same as Traralgon’s. One of its major products is
crayfish and they have a number of fishing coops
which catch and process them for export. They didn’t
seem to be any cheaper than anywhere else so we
passed on them this time. Geraldton has developed
into a commercial and service centre for the large rural
and mining area of the state’s mid-west. It is the
second-largest port in Western Australia and exports
mineral sands, ores, grain, as well as crayfish.
Up on a hill above the city centre is a memorial to the
“Sydney" which was sunk by the German raider
Kormoran off the coast of WA early in the Second
World War. 645 men were lost and the wreck has

The Sydney's entire crew of
645 went down with the ship
in the Indian Ocean and its
location has been a mystery
for 66 years.
The Australian ship was last
seen badly damaged and
steaming over the horizon
after the exchange of gunfire
with the Kormoran, which
also sank after the battle.
Members of the crew on the
research ship the
Geosounder found the
Kormoran using sonar
technology and were
confident of locating the
Sydney.
The wreckage of the
Kormoran was found about
100 nautical miles off Steep
Point, more than two
kilometres below the ocean's
surface, and the Sydney was
found just 10 nautical miles
west.

never been found. The German raider was also lost,
but many of its men seemed to have survived. The
memorial consists of a huge dome made out of
hundreds of seagulls in flight. It also features a ship’s
propeller and a sailor’s wife looking hopefully out to
sea. In the papers in the last few months there have
been a number of articles about the Sydney and
people claiming that they think they know where she
is.(See 2008 ABC update in box)

Just around the corner from our caravan park and just
back from the beachfront, we saw a ten metre pole
sticking up in the middle of the sand dunes and scrub.
We thought it was a light pole until we got closer and saw
that there was a large nest with some birds in it on a
platform on the top of the pole. We were able to park
fairly close to it and found that there was an information board near the base of the pole, put
there by the local council. The birds were ospreys and had obviously been nesting there for a
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long time. We could see two birds clearly and thought we could see another smaller one as
well.

We reckoned we had the best site in the caravan park. It was sheltered on both sides by
lovely coachhy trees and had a shadecloth canopy covering the whole site including our
caravan and car. We voted it as the best site so far.
Return to Table of Contents

Denham/Monkey Mia
On Thursday (10 May) we set off again travelling north and following the coast which meant
that we could see the ocean from time to time.
If we had had good enough eye sight we
Lots of cars and boat trailers gathered
would have been looking across unbroken
for the fishing competition
ocean at the southern tip of South Africa!
We arrived in Denham at 2:20 pm and found
quite a pretty seaside town in which there was
a Fishing Fiesta happening. It was much
hotter here and not a lot of shade for the
caravan. There was no grass in the caravan
park but the whole surface was a kind of sand
made up of tiny bits of broken shells. Not
great to kneel on! Our site had been raked
and we have power, water and sullage and an
amenities block only a few metres away.
Denham is the nearest town to Monkey Mia
where you can feed the dolphins. We were
told that the feeding took place from 8 am
onwards. Monkey Mia is about 25 kms from
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here and so we were up early and off to see the dolphins. Up until now we had mostly
travelled at 80 to 90 kph with the caravan but this morning we were in the car without the
caravan and I was crowing to Bev about how fast I was driving -100 kph!! I had the sun in my
eyes and suddenly there was an emu right in front of me on the road. Fortunately he (or was
it she?) went one way and I swerved the other way and we missed each other. It slowed me
down a bit for the
rest of the run to
Monkey Mia.
Monkey Mia was
a beautiful resort
with palm trees
and al fresco
restaurants. We
paid $6 each to
enter the area,
and this gave us
access to the
feeding of the
dolphins and all
the facilities of
the resort for the
day. There was a
crowd down on
the beach and
about a dozen or
so dolphins came right up to the beach. You can stand in the water with them, but not touch
them. One of the guides gives a commentary which was very interesting. They know all the
dolphins by name and can recognise them by the shape and the little nicks out of their dorsal
fins.
There were a couple of babies there and the guides wanted us to get right back from the
edge of the water to allow them to go out into deep water so that the babies could be fed by
their mothers. We were told that they nurse their babies for 3 years or so and then when
they have been weened the mothers go straight into heat and go out to the males who live
separately and form alliances with each other, so two males will stay together for years. The
females have a gestation period of twelve months. Their lifespan is 30-35 years for females
and 35-40 years for males. They are different to the porpoises of the northern hemisphere
which live only 15-20 years.
There are about 900 dolphins in the Shark Bay area and about 400 of them live in Shark Bay
itself. This makes it an ideal place to do research and consequently there are a number of
research teams in the area. Four of the national park employees came out with buckets of
fish and each fed a dolphin and allowed someone from the crowd to come into the water and
feed them too.
Monkey Mia and Dirk Hartog Island are the most westerly points of land in Australia. Dirk
Hartog was a Dutchman who discovered the continent in about 1616 AD, and later the British
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discovered it and made claim of it for England. Later the French also came and, thinking they
were the first, claimed it for France, and later the Americans also landed around here. There
are a lot of French names and we are actually next to the Frangois Peron National Park.
They have fenced off a large portion of the peninsula to keep out predators and have a
breeding programme for bilbies and mallee fowl. We didn’t see any, but there were signs
warning us to look out for them.
Later in the day we went for an exploratory walk into Denham and found it a very picturesque
place with a calm sea and lots of boats out in the water taking part in the fishing competition.
They have a desalination plant here and our water in the caravan park is this water. Tastes
as good as any town supplies
we have had. There is a bakery
and cafe which is called “The
Loaves and Fishes”. The WA
paper is not delivered to the
town until 12:15 pm or later and
there was quite a bunch of
people, mostly men, waiting for
it. The girl in the shop told us
that “there is always a bit of a
rush when it comes in.”
Dirk Hartog Island
Monkey Mia

On the way out of town we
stopped at the “Loaves and
Fishes” bakery and bought a
loaf of bread and a couple of
rolls for lunch. When we looked
at the plastic wrapping around
the bread, we found that it had
the whole of Psalm 121 printed
on one side. We surmised that
the owners must be Christians,
so now we are eating “Christian
bread”!

Return to Table of Contents

Carnavon
Our trip to Carnarvon on Saturday was through desert most of the way. There were signs to
beware of bilbies and mallee fowl and also to watch for stray cows and kangaroos. What we
actually saw more of were wild goats. They were evident at various places all the way to
Carnarvon. We didn't see any bilbies or mallee fowl or even kangaroos. The goats were
mostly two toned - black and white - and at times we wondered how they found anything
nourishing to eat, but they looked alright and there was one very pregnant nanny goat. We
also saw a large billy goat with big horns. There was a huge wedgetailed eagle beside the
road dining on some road kill.
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Around 10:30 am we decided to stop for a cup of coffee and found a parking area beside
the road that lead in to a jigsaw of tracks going way back into the scrub. There were no
trees so we were not looking for shade, but we drove along the maze of tracks until we
were well away from the road and had a peaceful refreshment stop in the desert. When I
stopped and we got out, we discovered that I had pulled up with a pile of whitened bones
just next to the door of the caravan. After checking to see that they were not human, we
stayed where we were and had a very nice cuppa.
When we got in to our caravan park in Carnarvon
we found a beautiful place with plenty of grass and
lots of trees for shade. When we looked over a
hedge of shrubs behind the caravan, we discovered
that there was a paddock of watermelons. All that
was left were the rejects and rotten ones!
Sunday was Mothers Day and so Bev started off
having breakfast in bed and moving into the day
slowly. It was good to hear from members of the
family during the day and I cooked chow fan for our
evening meal as a special Mothers Day meal!
Carnarvon is located at the northern tip of Shark
Bay on the Indian Ocean, at the mouth of the
Gascoyne, an intermittent river that often flows
underground. It has a tropical climate. Palm trees
and bougainvillea line its streets. Traditionally a
fishing town, noted particularly for prawns and
scallops, Carnarvon is also the outlet for the fruits,
vegetables, and other farm produce of the Gascoyne District, which is irrigated using water
from beneath the bed of the River Gascoyne. About 75 per cent of Western Australia’s
bananas come from the area as well as many other fruits.
We found the Baptist Church with the Uniting Church next door. When we went in to the
church, which was just a large all-purpose hall, we found about a dozen people sitting in a
circle and the pastor, who was sitting in the circle also, was just finishing his sermon. The
time had been changed to 9:30 am from the 10:30 which we had seen in the caravan park
notice, so we had missed out. We listened to his last few points on I Corinthians 11 and
then joined them in singing “Trust and Obey”. Afterwards they commented on what great
voices the visitors had! I assured them that it had been Bev they had been listening to.
The pastor and his wife had come from Queensland and had only been there a few weeks.
They had travelled through on holiday and heard that the church did not have a pastor, so
had eventually moved here. Bev got talking to an aborigine lady called Dolores Roe who
said that the pastor and his wife had really saved the church from closing down and they
were so thankful for their ministry there. Dolores had been brought up in a mission station
after being taken from her parents. She became a teacher and taught at Hall’s Creek for a
few years. She gave us the name of the aboriginal pastor of Halls Creek Jonathan Bates
and his wife Kathleen, and hoped that we might make contact with them when we get to
Halls Creek.

35
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We took it easy on Monday. We bought some fruit from a roadside place including some
bananas and watermelon, then we went up to the big satellite dish that dominates
Carnarvon.
It is up on a hill not far out of town The OTC
(Overseas Telecommunications
Commission) Dish was established by NASA
in 1966 as a satellite communications and
tracking station. The station was involved in
the Gemini and Apollo space missions,
Australia's first TV satellite program and also
played a role intercepting Halley’s Comet
prior to ceasing operation in 1987.
View of some of the land irrigated by
the underground river Gascoyne
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Karratha
On the way to Karratha on Tuesday we
began to see termite mounds, some over 2
metres tall. We saw a group of emus and at
one stage there was a gloriously regal and
disdainful wedge tailed eagle sitting on top
of a carcase.
We passed the Tropic of Capricorn and this meant that we were officially entering “the
tropics”! We were also entering the Pilbara. We went through a series of long red sandhills
which were covered with some sort of hardy shrub and some with almost no vegetation.
The road rose and fell with the undulations
of the sandhills. It reminded me of looking
down on this part of Australia when we flew
to Singapore and seeing miles and miles of
similar sandhills all running east and west.
One feature of the Pilbara is the rocky
ground. There are a lot of hills and
mountains around here and they are all a
deep red colour. It is here in the Pilbara
that a lot of iron ore is mined. Quite a lot of
the hills have a flat top with a fringe of rocks
forming a circular cliff around the top. It
seems that the erosion which had affected
the rest of the countryside had been unable
to wear away this rock and it has left these flat topped hills. Bev had a drive for a while
along this road so that she keeps her hand in and we spotted what looked like another
escarpment in the distance and it was a distinct purple colour. Unusual and beautiful.
This however, did not apply to the country surrounding Karratha. Here the hills are all rocky
and really not very beautiful except in a very rugged sort of way. But the town itself was quite
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pleasant and we got in about 5:05 pm and had to hurry to set our caravan up before it got
dark. Coming into town at that time meant that we were in Peak hour traffic. There are lots of
workers in the local mines and other
industries which are not far from here
and they were all heading home when
we arrived. We finished setting up our
caravan with the background of a
stunning sunset.
This is the first place where the caravan
park instruction sheet mentions
cyclones. They tell you to make sure that
you get the full instructions of what to do
if a cyclone is heading this way. Some
onsite caravans still had their chains and
ropes running across the top of the
caravan and windows taped up. Every
caravan site here has a series of heavy
metal hooks anchored securely into the
ground to fasten chains or ropes on to.
The one next door to us has a piece of
chain ready to use. On the way here
from Carnarvon we lost count of the
number of floodways there were along
the road. Almost every dip in the road
has a floodway sign. At designated
points on the road from Carnarvon there
were large sign boards indicating that various roads were "open” or “closed”. All this made us
realise how different this part of the country must be in “the wet”.
Return to Table of Contents

Port Hedland
We had a restful day on Wednesday. That’s me in the picture, being ‘restful’. On Thursday
we set out for Port Hedland. We drove through Roeburn which is a small place with a strong
aboriginal presence. There were aboriginal paintings on some of the buildings and the few
people we saw were aboriginal. There were some beautiful old buildings which obviously
would have had some history behind them, but we did not stay to find out. Further along the
road, in fairly isolated areas we passed the entrances to a number of aboriginal settlements.
We are not sure whether they owned the land and the cattle or horses that we saw as we
travelled.
We stopped at Whim Creek which was basically a copper mine and a “tavern” - pub. A whim
is a “windlass for raising ore or water from a mine" We crossed a number of rivers which had
water in them. Cyclone George had passed through here only two months ago, and the
amount of water around was a direct result of George. The rocks continued to be a deep
rusty colour and gave an indication of the iron ore that is being extracted from this area.
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We arrived in Port Hedland about midday and found that it had a similar feel to the Latrobe
Valley, i.e. it was an industrial area in the country. It is spread over a wide area and South
Hedland which is some kilometres away is the main shopping centre for everyone. We
settled in and then on Friday we did a bit of exploring and found that BHP has a high profile
here as it ships a huge amount of
iron ore out of the port. The
Hamersley Ranges are south of
here and the iron ore is brought here
on trains which seem to stretch for
more than a kilometre. We are told
that Australia is the third-largest iron
ore producer in the world with 15 per
cent of total output, and that
Western Australia produces over 98
per cent of Australia's iron ore. After
1964, with the development of iron
ore deposits in the Hamersley

Range to the southwest, Port Hedland became one of the state's most active ports. Massive
dredging was undertaken to increase the port's capacity, and wharves were built capable of
handling ore carriers of 150,000 tons. . Private railways bring iron ore on the trains that we
saw, to the port from Newman, Tom Price and Shay Gap, in the interior, and by the 1980s
about 35 million tons of iron ore were being exported annually through Port Hedland. We
took some pictures of the BHP area and of one of the big ships which was loading up with
iron ore. They also export salt from here
As we were walking down from the lookout where we had taken some pictures of the pile of
salt at the saltworks, we found some Sturt Desert Peas beside the track. They are a stunning
flower growing on
an unassuming
ground hugging
plant.
When we came
back to the
caravan park, the
tree specialists
were making a
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huge noise with chainsaws pruning and tidying up the trees in the park. Many of the trees
palms and other kinds of trees had been damaged in Cyclone George. The lady at the office
said that Cyclone George (which only happened 2 months ago) was the most frightening
experience of her life. Many of the caravans still have the chains over the top and anchored
to special anchoring points on the ground. We also saw some houses with their roofs still
covered with canvas as a result of the damage caused by the cyclone. Because of the noise
that the tree guys were making we went for a walk down to the beach which is just behind
the caravan park. We were the only ones there and as we paddled in the shallows, we again
looked to the west and tried to spot South Africa - but without success.
Return to Table of Contents

The Kimberley
Broome
On Saturday we had a 600 kilometre trip ahead,
so we left about 8:15 am and, once again it was
a beautiful day for driving. As a result of
Cyclone George a lot of the rivers actually had
water in them. We stopped at the Degrey River
for a cuppa and parked right beside the river.
Between us and the river there were a whole lot
of large riverside gums that had been absolutely
mangled and broken up by the flood caused by
the cyclone. The trees which have white trunks,
were discoloured red up to a frightening level.
This told us that the water had been red
because of the huge amount of soil it had
picked up and that it had risen to almost the height of the bridge. It must have been an awe
inspiring sight.
We stopped at the Sandfire Roadhouse and wondered why it was called that. I suppose all
the soil (sand) in this part of the country is red so sand fire might be a good description for
it. It was a mixture of a place; on one hand we were greeted by a whole lot of peacocks of
different hues and on the other, the roadhouse itself had recently burnt down, so they were
only offering petrol and toilets. Bev went around the back for the latter and said that there
were still hoses being played on the inside of the building, but the place was a complete
shambles out the back. On the positive side there was a large area of beautiful trees and
lawn where you could have a picnic and enjoy the shade. As we were parked under the
shade of a large tree we stayed in our caravan and enjoyed the comfort of our own mobile
home.
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As we set off again we suddenly spied a kangaroo hopping right in to the centre of the
road. Just as well I saw him because after throwing out the anchor and pulling to a stop, he
just sat there and looked at us before slowly hopping away to the side of the road.
With no further incidents we arrived at Broome which is at the western end of the
Kimberley. To see the Kimberley and especially the Bungle Bungles by air was the original
motivation for taking this trip. We found the Palm Grove Caravan Park at Cable Beach and
settled in just before it got dark. A bit after dark we needed a loaf of bread and went to the
little shop which is on the corner of the caravan park. We walked past beautiful frangipani
trees with flowers that filled the air with a stunning perfume. The shop had an alfresco
dining area with shadecloth overhead and small lights twinkling in the tropical night.
Got up slowly the next morning and went in to Broome to find the shopping centre. Cable
Beach is a few kilometres from Broome and we drove along roads that were lined with
palms and frangipani. There is a large industrial area out of the town and we passed a
university as we travelled between Broome and Cable Beach. In Broome the old shopping
centre - which includes a Coles, Target and McDonalds - is called Chinatown while the
modern shopping centre - which we never went to the whole time we were there - is a
kilometre or so away.
Broome (Population 11,368 in 1996) is on the north shore of Roebuck Bay (an inlet of the
Indian Ocean). This part of the coast was explored in 1688 and 1699 by the English
adventurer and buccaneer William Dampier, whose report on the barren conditions
discouraged later settlement. It was not until the discovery of pearl-oyster beds offshore in
1883 that the site was settled and named for Sir Frederick Napier Broome, governor from
1883 to 1891. It became the centre of a prosperous pearling trade, Many people from around
the world came to work in the pearling industry, and many of them were Japanese who
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worked here and sent money home to keep their families. Quite a few hundred of them died
here from accidents, the bends, cyclones etc., and there is a special Japanese cemetery in
which they have been buried. Beside it is a Chinese cemetery.
The pearling industry declined in
the 1930s and collapsed with the
advent of plastics in the '50s.
There remains some fishing for
immature oysters to supply
cultured pearl farms at Kure Bay,
250 miles (400 km) northeast.
Broome now serves the cattlegrazing Kimberley district. The
town's meatworks ships its output
from a 2,700-foot (825- metre)
jetty, built to overcome the
difficulties presented by a 30-foot
tidal range. Offshore drilling for
oil and natural gas is an
important local industry. Cable
Beach got its name because it
was the terminus of a submarine
cable connected to Java which
was laid in 10 days in 1889. It
came ashore at Cable Beach and
was connected to the Customs
House, now a Museum and gave
Australia an unbroken connection
with Europe.
During the Second World War
Broome hosted a Catalina fleet
(is that what it is called?) and it was attacked by the Japanese. It leaves a strange feeling
when you realise that the Japanese did not just threaten our shores, but actually came into
Sydney Harbour and left a trail of destruction in Broome and Darwin and many other places
up north.
We had invited Cheryl, our friend from Traralgon to join us for a holiday and her plane came
in on time at 11:45 am. It was great to see her and welcome her to the tropical heat. It didn’t
take us long to work out how to live with three adults in a caravan and still allow each other
the necessary
privacy.
Bev and Cheryl
had a swim in
the
caravan
park pool and
later we went
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down to Cable Beach, which was just across the road from us, and enjoyed dipping our feet
in the water as the sun descended slowly in the western sky. A couple of sailing ships were
drifting across the sea in front of us with a load of tourists on board waiting to see the sun
set.
Broome’s shops all seem to be made out of corrugated iron and there is a definite tropical
feel about the place. The population is cosmopolitan with people who look like they came
from Indonesia and some Asians. I must say there do not seem to be the number of Chinese
or Japanese that I expected, but as the pearl industry had been dead for a long time, I guess
they have moved on. Most of the shopkeepers and people who deal with the public are very
pleasant, but it has been a little disappointing when we have struck a couple of grumpy
characters who did not seem happy with their lot. In this heat, I expect it is surprising that we
don’t have a lot more grumpy people.
The aborigines are certainly around although not in huge numbers and those that I have seen
have been shopping and doing the same as everyone else except that they like to sit
together on the grass under a tree and mingle with each other. That seems to show more
wisdom than the rest of us sweating it out around the streets. I was fascinated in watching a
group of aborigines, while Bev and Cheryl went shopping. They seemed to have a sort of
familial hierarchy which expressed itself in a kind of respect for their leaders. There was the
original family which had a couple of older women in it sitting in the shade of a large tree.
They did most of the talking while the others listened. Then they called over a group who
arrived in a car which had parked near me. The newcomers walked over and stood and
talked for a while, and then moved around and sat in another area under the shade of the
tree and later a couple of men on their own came and seemed to be showing deference to
the original group. They were, I think, asking for money, which they were given by one of the
original older women. Meanwhile children and young people had their places amongst the
older ones, learning, or so it seemed.
We had a quiet day on Monday and then on Tuesday we had a look around. We drove down
to Gantheaume Point where, at low tide, dinosaur footprints can be seen in the ocean bed.
Bev is looking at a concrete reproduction of the footprints in this picture. There is a lighthouse
where a raptor of some kind (osprey?) has built a huge nest on a landing just below the light,
and, on the ground, a tumbled display of rocks which catch the imagination, not only for their
shapes, but also for some extraordinary colours.
We went looking for the hovercraft centre
and found it but not a hovercraft in sight. We
also went down to another point which had
the aforementioned old customs house
which is now a museum.
At about 4 pm we went down to Cable
Beach where we had booked in for a sunset
camel ride. We were in time to see the
camels being led down from the town to the
beach. There are three companies giving
camel rides at sunset on Cable Beach and
ours was the red one. All our camels had
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red cloths over their saddles on which you sat. We followed them down to the beach and
eventually Bev and Cheryl were allocated to one camel and (because of my weight!) I got a
camel to myself. We were in a string of sixteen camels and they were all in use.

You had to get on and then lean back or you would be thrown off as the camel lumbered up
on to its feet. Then we started off down the beach hanging on for dear life as the ride was
far from smooth. Lots of fun though. Each camel was connected by the nose to the tail of
the one in front and they all had “poo bags” hanging behind them so that they did not foul
the beach. This was fine until a gurgle struck my ears and a smell wafted over me which
indicated that my fellow (they were all boys!) was doing his business. Bev, who was sitting
behind Cheryl found that she had the nose of the following camel in her back, so she spent
a fair bit of the time stroking this camel’s head and it kept coming back for more.
This part of Cable Beach was an area that we had seen a lot of 4 wheel drives scarpering
up and down on the beach and as we rocked slowly up the beach, we began to realise
what that was all about. The first indication that there was something different, apart from
the camels, was an elderly chap sitting near where we were passing, with his legs apart
and not a stitch of clothing on. This was a nude beach and many of them looked like they
came down in their 4 wheel drives and then bathed in the nude away from everyone else.
My mind went back to the road between Renmark and Port Augusta in South Australia
where there was a nudist resort on one side of the road and a camel farm on the other.
What is it about camels and nudists?!!
The girl who was in charge of the care of the camels was a zoologist who had had
experience in Africa with rehabilitating elephants and gorillas and also sun bears.
Now she was studying camels while taking tourists for rides and said that she was finding it
one of the most enjoyable jobs that she had done. She would keep going here until they
had no more to teach her. The young fellow that was assisting in leading the camels came
from Sale and had only been in Broome for a month. Another staff member was taking
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photographs commercially so we had them done and as they were quite good, we bought
them. The sun was just setting as we arrived back at our starting point.
The next morning we had a look at the Sun Picture Theatre which is said to be the world’s
oldest operating picture gardens and is now National Trust and Heritage listed. It was an
outside/inside theatre. It was definitely
old and had been started in 1916. In
those days the town hierarchy sat in
the middle and most comfortable
seats, the Japanese and Chinese sat
in the deck chairs behind them and the
aboriginals, Philipinos and certain
other nationalities sat in the front,
open air seats. No one was game to
break the boundaries.
We talked to the lady who played for
the films in the silent era and she
spoke about her job with great
nostalgia and remembered how there
would be these “short intervals” all the
way through the films. This was when
the film or the projector would break
down and she was expected to fill in
with some music. She said it was also
the time when she heard a fair bit of
the town gossip.
For all of its history up to 1947 when a
levee bank was built, she told us, the
Chinatown area would be inundated
by an equinoctial high tide twice a
year, and patrons would walk out after
a show into knee deep water in the main street.
Just after six we made our way back to the Sun Theatre and bought a meal each at the little
kiosk - satay chicken and noodles - and some pop corn and sat back in the deck chair
section, in the open air with the planes flying over - the flight path from the nearby airport
went directly overhead - and watched “The Wild Hogs” with John Travolta. It was huge fun
and the picture started off having trouble with the sound and then the whole picture went off
and then the sound came on and no picture. Finally we got them both together without
having missed too much. We laughed so much that Cheryl broke her chair. We had to have
showers when we got back to wash off the aeroguard we had put on to save our gentle
southern bodies from the tropical mosquitoes.
We left the caravan park at 8:40 next morning, to get an early start for our next stage to
Derby, but we did not actually leave Broome until an hour later due to some ‘navigational’
problems beyond our control. We were lost! After happily tootling along a road that we
thought was the right one, we ran out of road and would have needed a boat to go any
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further. We don’t reckon the people of Broome want you to leave because we could see no
signs pointing to the exit from town.
Return to Table of Contents

Derby
We arrived in Derby about lunch time and drove around until we came to the Visitors’
Centre. As I got out of the car, I was approached by a couple of aborigine men who
wanted to sell me a boab fruit which had
been decorated in aboriginal symbols.
They were cheerful chaps and not
pushy, so I bantered a bit with them and
then we went in to find out where our
caravan park was. The aborigine men
had said, “We’ll tell you where it is. It is
just around the corner” and they pointed
in the direction they meant. We soon
discovered that their information was
correct and found that we had a perfect
site in the caravan park with shade all
around and above us. The boab tree
was a feature of the park.
Later we tried to book a one day tour of the Windjana Gorge and Tunnel Creek. We were
deeply disappointed when they said that the first vacancy would be on Sunday, and that
was when we were planning to move on. So, after a time of deep depression and soul
searching (?), we decided that we would cut our stay in Derby short by one day and go to
Fitzroy Crossing where there is a Gorge tour we could do. Around the corner from us was
a supermarket where we bought some stuff for tea, but it was not a place that said “please
come back” and so our next shopping trip was out at the Woolworths supermarket a
couple of kilometres out of town.
We went out to see the Boab Prison Tree. When we got to the area where the Prison Tree
was located not far out of town, we saw this huge drinking trough for stock. It was 120
metres long and was used to water up to 500 bullocks at a time on their way to the Derby
saleyards.
Just past the trough we found the Boab Prison Tree. They say it is about 1500 years old
and was used as an overnight camping spot for police and troopers bringing prisoners
back to Derby. The prisoners were placed inside the tree which is huge. I have heard for
years about the baobab trees in Africa - I think they featured in a number of the Jungle
Doctor stories, and it seems that the boab is a close relative and only found in Western
Australia.
There was also a termite mound nearby and the information board told us that the mud out of
which the mounds are made is (was?) used by the aborigines to treat dysentery. Also, when
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someone died, they would find an active
termite mound and hollow out a place for the
body, place the body inside and then seal it up.
It wouldn’t take long for the termites to deal
with it.
Back beside the highway as we left, we found
“Frosty’s Pool”. During the Second World War
there were troops stationed in the area and the
3rd General Transport Company constructed
the pool and named it after one of their platoon
members. It was used as a cooling and
refreshing amenity by the servicemen. It is only
about the size of a baptistery in many Baptist
churches and can still hold water though I
wouldn’t want to bath in it.
About this stage Bev expressed the opinion
that the temperature was “about 145° now.”
On Saturday, a day earlier than we had
planned, we headed for Fitzroy Crossing. We
really felt that we were in a remote part of
Australia, and we found ourselves waving at
everyone that passed us on the road.
I must say something about waving. When we
started out caravanning, we found that a
percentage of other caravanners would give us
a wave as we went past. So I began to look
out for this and return their wave, and then
later I began to wave at every caravan I saw
coming the other way.
There are a number of different kinds of
waves. Almost everyone drives with their
hands in the “10 to 2” position, and so for
many it is just a matter of lifting the index finger
as another caravan goes past. That is “the
one-finger wave”. Then there is “the two-finger
wave and in some cases the “3 or 4 finger
wave”. This “4 finger wave” is closely related to
“the open hand wave”. This is achieved by
lifting the whole hand off the steering wheel and holding it there with minimum movement
until the other caravan has passed. The most enthusiastic wave of all is “the open-hand-withmovement wave” In this, the waver moves their open hand back and forth in a waving motion
akin to that which the queen gives to her subjects. For the very fortunate traveller, this wave
is proffered by both or all the occupants of the front seat of the oncoming vehicle.
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In the first place as we travelled in the southern
part of our great land, we limited our waves to
other caravanners because they were “one of us”.
As we turned the corner and headed north we
began to include campervans, mobile homes and
even occasionally any car that had a trailer of any
kind. Once we reached the tropics and started to
head east again across the top of the country, we
waved at everyone, whether it was the local
aborigines in their old vehicles or road train
drivers with four trailers behind their prime mover.
When we reached the Fitzroy Crossing caravan
park, we had to leave almost immediately for the
boat trip up the Geike Gorge. On the way we
wanted to have a look at the old Fitzroy Crossing
which has now been replaced by a single lane
bridge. We found the way to the crossing blocked
by a large truck, so after we had enjoyed the
Geike Gorge tour we returned to the other side of
the crossing and were able to have a good look at
it.
Ever since I have been in Australia I have heard
of the Fitzroy Crossing, because very often, when
there have been floods in “the wet” up north, it
was in the news because the media loved to
emphasize its remoteness. They would have
pictures of cars and caravans and road trains
parked beside the road at the crossing waiting for
the water to subside. So it was good to see the place itself after all these years.
We set off on the Geike Gorge Tour in a flat bottomed boat with rows of seats set up for us
tourists. Almost immediately we saw a freshwater crocodile. We were on the Fitzroy River
and at this point it is forced through these huge rock walls which form a kind of gorge. The
water in the Fitzroy varies in depth between 5 or 6 metres up to 20 metres, but when it floods
in the wet season it can spread out 24 kilometres either side. We saw quite a number of
other crocs beside and in the river - all freshwater. These Johnson freshwater crocs are
smaller and have thinner snouts and less dangerous teeth than the salties.
There are 24 species of fish in the river, including of course, the barramundi. We saw pied
cormorants sunning on dead trees; crimson finches; kingfishers; whistling kites; black kites;
osprey; a couple of brolgas and bower birds. There were a number of different types of tree
in addition to the white barked river red gum which finds its place beside every waterway. We
saw the melaleuca both silver and weeping; the pandanus palm and the Leichardt pine.
Growing on the banks of the river were plenty of cane grass thickets which form a hiding and
a safe place for the baby crocs to develop. The sad fact is that 90% of them will not grow to
maturity because of predators and nature. In one section of the white cliffs we stopped and
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could hear the high pitched squeaking of bats which had made their nesting place in the
hollows and holes.
I have to say that my image of the Pilbara and the Kimberley in the northwest of our great
country has been that it was largely an extension of the Gibson and Tanami Deserts with a
little bit more vegetation, but not much more in the way of undulations than you would find in
the desert. My image has been shattered. The Kimberley that we are now discovering is a
wonderfully diverse place with almost every kind of geological feature you could find

anywhere, except that it is more dramatic and unexpected here. What you don’t get is snow
or ice - just 30° temperatures plus. We hear so much about “the wet” which refers to the
months from November to April when they get the majority of their annual rain, and they are
often unable to move from their homes for days and even, sometimes, weeks. I am gradually
building up a strong desire to come up here and stay with someone during the Wet and
experience another aspect of the Kimberley.
When we got home we decided to go out for tea. The caravan park had a restaurant, but we
felt that it would cost too much so we went to the adjoining bar to have a counter meal. Here
we took a look at the prices and when it seemed that for an ordinary meal it would cost three
of us a total of around $100, we found ourselves “all dressed up and nowhere to go!”
We looked again at our town guide brochure and saw that there was a takeaway place in
Fitzroy Crossing, so we cruised the town looking for it. We discovered that the aboriginal
population was pretty lively and we heard later that it had been pay day for them and they
had congregated for most of the day at the Crossing Inn, a local pub. The bottom line was
that we could not find any takeaway store - certainly not one that was open. So we went to
the only store that was open and that was the Shell Roadhouse. They had a few pies and
pasties that you could heat up in the microwave, and we happened to ask of they did fish
and chips and that sort of thing. No they didn’t, but there was a caravan just over on the side
of their driveway that did. We went outside and, sure enough there was a very badly lit
caravan that we had not seen when we drove in and they did us a beautiful serve each of
“barra and chips”. We went back and wolfed it down in our caravan - better than any
restaurant!
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I must say something about the Crossing Inn. The talk about it while we were there was that
it was not worth any ‘white’ person going there, because it was frequented by a lot of drunk
aboriginals. If only we had checked. Here is the information they present on their website
About the Inn
The historic Crossing Inn sits on its
original site on the banks of the mighty
Fitzroy River, and is the oldest
established hotel in the entire Kimberleys
region.
Of course, times have changed, and the
Inn has seen a number of improvements
over that time to cater for travellers with
more significant needs than those of the
weary prospectors and drovers of a
hundred years ago. The Crossing Inn has
accommodation to suit most tastes and budgets, including motel rooms, all with scenic views
of the gardens or the river, and an extensive caravan park and camping ground in a natural
bush setting.
History of the Inn
The Inn has welcomed travellers and locals since its establishment on 5th July 1897 by Joseph
Blythe. Originally a "shanty inn and trade store" that served prospectors, bullock team drivers,
cattle drovers and locals, it has operated on the same site ever since, although floodwaters
have meant continual rebuilding over the years.
Floodwaters through the bars at the Inn are measured by bricks up the wall, and in 1993 this
was recorded at 9 bricks high.
The town is a major centre for indigenous Aboriginal people. The Crossing Inn supports many
of the initiatives aimed at improving the well-being of the community. For example, inspired by
the success of the High School winning the 2000 Olympic Art Competition, the Crossing Inn
sponsored and challenged the local youth to do paintings for the outside walls of the 100 year
old hotel. The results are amazing (see picture), outstanding
in both artistic merit and their local content. So the wall of this
popular and historic hotel are now a tourist attraction in their
own right, and are a wonderful museum of local heritage,
culture and art.
Return to Table of Contents

Halls Creek
The drive between Fitzroy Crossing and Halls
Creek reinforced to us again what a wonderfully
diverse place the Kimberley is. There is a variety of
geographical features including grazing country
where the Brahman cattle roam freely. Mostly this
country needs from 10 hectares to 200 hectares of
land for each animal to graze for a year. So you
don’t see large numbers of cattle in one place like
you do in Victoria. The Kimberley used to support
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800,000 cattle up to the 1980s, but as the station owners learnt more about the carrying
capacity of the country they have reduced these numbers, and now there are about
480,000.
We saw lots of rocky hills, not like the Blue Mountains, but smaller rocks and almost all
varying shades of red in colour. There were more flat topped mesas and a long rocky
escarpment.
This section of road between Fitzroy
Crossing and Halls Creek was the last part of
the round Australia “Highway One” to be
sealed. We stopped at a roadside stop with
toilets and fireplaces beside the Mary River.
(left)The river widens out into “Mary’s Pool”
here and there were a lot of caravans, some
like us, just passing through and others
staying overnight or longer. Someone warned
us about getting too close to the water
because of the crocodiles, but if there are
only the freshies here it would not have been
too dangerous.
We got to Halls Creek and set up the awning
for the caravan in some very hard ground in
some very hot weather. We started off being
very disappointed with Halls Creek, but after
the Bev and Cheryl discovered a very cool
swimming pool and we were also able to sit
under our awning outside after dark, without
being eaten by mosquitoes, we found the
place growing on us.
There were two places out of Halls Creek that
we wanted to see: One was the Wolfe Creek
Crater. This is where a meteorite hit the earth
2 million years ago. It is the second biggest
meteorite crater in the world. However we set
out along the road and found it was really only
suitable for four wheel drives. We later read
that it was 152 kilometres from Halls Creek.
We would never have made it.
The other place we wanted to see was the
“Wall of China”. It was not far out of town so
we set off there. We had to stop and open a
gate to get in to the property where this
phenomenon is, and when we got there it
was quite fantastic. Here is this wall which
looks man made, but is made of huge quartz blocks piled on top of each other in a similar
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way to the rock walls that we see south of Colac in Victoria, but much bigger. The wall is up
to 6 metres high in places. You can see Bev in the top picture which gives an idea of the
height. They don’t know how far it extends because it disappears underground in places and
then appears again further on, and nobody seems to have actually traced its full length.
Not far past here was a beautiful pool called Caroline Pool on the Elvira River. The river was
not flowing but the pool was quite large and in a tranquil spot at the base of a large cliff.
There were shady trees around the place and it was used by the residents of the Old Halls
Creek town for picnics. Although the river was not flowing, you could see the debris on the
trees fairly high up which showed where the water probably rises to in the wet season.
Old Halls Creek was the place where gold was first
found in Western Australia in about 1886 I think - a
little after the gold rush in the east of Australia.
There was not much to see except a huge shed
sheltering the remains of the old Post Office and
store (picture) which was made out of mud from the
termite mounds mixed with spinifex. The termites
mix something into this mud which makes it almost
like concrete so it is probably a good material to
use for building purposes.
Also here at Old Halls Creek is the Old Halls
Creek Lodge which includes a caravan park. We
were a bit interested to see this caravan park as
we hadn’t given our caravan park a very high
rating and a caravan park that is part of a lodge
sounded pretty good. We drove in and the place
was a dump. It was up for sale and the sign
looked as if it had been there for some years.
There was rubbish everywhere and if it was a
lodge it was only a place for junk to lodge. There
was a nice looking pool amongst the trees which
had a diving board which may have been worth trying out. But we drove through without
getting out of the car.
We wanted to go on and find Palm Springs which is described as “a real oasis with palm
trees”, but the road was very rough and the car was getting all shook up, so at a certain
point we turned around and headed for Halls Creek again. Just at the point that we
stopped, we spotted a van parked off the road in the scrub, and there was a chap with a
metal detector wandering around hopefully. As he was not far from where gold was first
discovered in WA, that is probably what he was looking for. We stopped at Caroline Pool
again on the way back and had our lunch in this wonderfully peaceful place. As we were
about to get into our car which was parked in the river bed next to a big old tree that had
withstood a few “wets”, Cheryl spotted a snake at the base of the tree. The girls were
petrified of course, but, with unswerving courage I was able to fend the snake off and it
moved away from us. It was about 6 inches long and about as thick as a pencil!
It didn’t take the girls long to get back in to the pool when we returned.
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Kununurra
We all woke up early on Tuesday morning (29 May) and were on the road by 7:15 am. By
about 9 am we had driven 100 kilometres and had our morning cuppa on the banks of the
Ord River. This Kimberley is certainly an amazing place. Plenty of rocky hills and fairly
healthy growth of grass. There was evidence of the large holdings up here as we passed
Agnes Downs, Sophie Downs and Mabel Downs as well as many other cattle runs with
wonderfully evocative names. Most of this area was originally settled by the Duracks and,
as I have two of Mary Durack’s books, “Sons in the Saddles” and “Kings in Grass Castles”
telling of their epic overland cattle drive to the Kimberley from Queensland, I found it a
romantic part of the country to be in.
Again the signs of “the wet” were everywhere. There were lots of floodways, and even a
few concrete fords over creeks, one of which still had water running over it. As we slowly
went through the water, we looked up and down stream to see beautiful shady waters with
cathedralled trees over the top. There was a huge wedgetailed eagle just beside the road
feeding on road kill so we slowed right down and grabbed for the camera, but it floated
majestically off before we could immortalise it in pixels. We kept the camera handy, but the
opportunity did not repeat itself.
We passed the turnoff to the Argyle Diamond Mine, and about lunch time we pulled in to
Kununurra and found a lovely shady caravan park where we were soon settled in and
comfortable. Just outside the toilet is a wire cage which is a cane toad trap. They have not
actually arrived this far away from Queensland but the state is doing everything they can to
keep them from moving any further west. Caravan parks are prime targets for the
programme because of the ease with which the cane toads can hide under caravans or
cars coming from Queensland and the Northern Territory. Talking about frogs - I had been
sitting in my comfortable folding chair and
dozing. Later when I got up I found a small frog
in the seat of the chair. I am not sure if I had
been sitting on him all that time, but if so, he
must have felt rather flattened. He was still
smiling when I gently prodded him off the chair
before sitting down again.
The Bungle Bungles
We booked a flight over the Bungle Bungles for
$250 each, and as we were to be picked up
early, we set the alarm for 5 am. We had not
even arrived at the front entrance to the caravan
park just before 5:30 am when we were met by
our pick up coach to get us out to the airport.
There were quite a few other people at the
airport and a number of pilots were getting
themselves ready for takeoff. Each pilot then
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came and called out four names and took those people off to their small plane for takeoff.
We three were called with another couple and so, when we got out to the plane the pilot
asked who wanted to be the copilot and Cheryl quickly volunteered. She got the seat
beside the pilot and the other couple sat behind her and the pilot while Bev and I were
behind them.
We lifted off soon after 6 am and got a view of Kununurra and some of the large expanse
of the Ord River Project. Below us was the diversion dam on the Ord River that we had
crossed as we arrived in town a couple of days ago. This has twenty separately controlled
gates which can regulate the water to the irrigation areas and also in time of flood. At
present the irrigation area covers some 2.000 hectares but there are plans for another
35,000 hectares which will stretch to the west and into the Northern Territory.
We turned south and were soon over Lake
Argyle which is a huge body of water - the
largest man-made lake in Australia, holding
55 times the amount of water in Sydney
Harbour. Some of the old mountains are
now islands in the Lake, and appropriately,
one of them is the shape of a crocodile
(picture at left). The lake is so big that only
ocean going boats are allowed on it. It is a
long way to swim if your "tinny” tipped over.
Our pilot, Justin, had been doing this job for
long enough to have an excellent
knowledge of the country we were flying
over.
He pointed out creeks and roads and showed us how the Bow River formed a natural
boundary between two of the large cattle stations. If the river is flowing well, especially in the
wet, the cattle can’t cross over into the neighbour’s property, but in the dry they sometimes
do wander and if they are "clean skins” they probably become the property of whoever’s land
they are on. If they are branded then the neighbour may drive them back if they are close
enough, or take them to market with his own cattle and then give the proceeds to the rightful
owner. There was another clearly marked waterway called Cattle Creek and this is where
they muster the cattle and then drive
them down the creek bed where it is
easier to control them, to the mustering
yards.
We crossed over the Osmond Ranges
(left) which are like two huge waves
rolling in and about to break. And then
we arrived over the Bungle Bungles!
When we first planned this trip, the one
place that Bev really wanted to see was
the Kimberley and as soon as she said
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that I added that the one place I would not miss for the world would be the Bungle Bungles.
And now here we were finally at the destination we had dreamed about for so long. It was
everything we could have wished for. This strange surreal place was made up of the most
wonderful collection of beehive domes which were divided by deep gorges. It was the place
of fantasy and dreams. Each of the domes was striped like a layer cake with orange and
grey bands. Justin said that, despite the look of them, they are actually quite fragile, and you
can break pieces off without any effort. He flew over one of the domes called Lightning
Rock, that had been struck by lightning and you could see the white underlay of the dome.
He said if we waited long enough - say one million years or so - it would eventually heal
itself.
I was so gobsmacked at the sight of the Bungle Bungles in real time that I took heaps of
photos. I have included a whole page full. On the way from Halls Creek to Kununurra we
had passed Turkey Creek which is the turnoff to drive to the base of the Bungles if you have
a 4 wheel drive. From the air we could see the road and the two main destination areas at
Piccaninny Gorge and Cathedral Gorge. There was also an airstrip fairly close where you
could fly in and do the same walk. What a place! Bev noted it as “a truly awesome
experience!” To top it off, because there was a certain amount of cloud cover, we saw the
rays of sunshine beaming through a gap in the clouds and touching the earth, which we
have always called “the fingers of God”.
We had also seen the turnoff to the Argyle Diamond Mine as we drove towards Kununurra
and now we flew over it. It is a huge and colourful hole in the ground with the massive Euclid
dump trucks looking like Tinka Toys running around the mine. Justin said that in spite of its
remoteness and barrenness the 600 employees live in comfort in resort style
accommodation. They fly in
and out to Kununurra from an
airstrip that is 2.3 kilometres
in length and said to be the
longest private airstrip in
Australia.
We were told that the
largest diamond they have
found was actually picked
out of the tread of one of
the Euclid trucks and that
the only theft of diamonds
was made by the head of
security for the mine.
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Coming home, we passed the Carr Boyd Ranges which border Lake Argyle and flew over
more of the Ord River Irrigation area coming low over Sandalwood and sugarcane as we
landed, having done about 360 kilometres. Wow - and it was still only 8 o’clock in the
morning!

As it was still so early, now seemed like a good time to explore some of the things nearer
home. There is a small range of mountains just on the eastern side of the town, and we

View of Kununurra from Hidden Valley and,
right, of the Hidden Valley hidden car park.

were told that it was the place to find Hidden Valley. When we drove around and into the
hills, we discovered that the description was perfect. Here was a wonderful place only a
short distance from town and it was a fascinating valley that we were able to walk through
and up to the top where we could look down and see the kids playing in the school yard.
We got pretty hot walking and on the way back to the car park was this overhanging rock
which provided a beautifully cool area to get your breath back before heading off again.
Leaving the Hidden Valley, we skirted the edge of town and went north to the Hoochery.
What the heck is a hoochery we wondered, and sure enough, it was a distillery where
“hooch” is made! They distilled rum and other products up to 65% pure alcohol, but as the
rum was $40 a bottle we decided to pass.
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We then went to the part of the Ord River that was
near us and found the Ivanhoe Crossing which was
another of the old fords that I have heard of for
many years where the cattle crossed the river
during the long drives from Queensland.
We stopped at “The Mobile Fruit and Vegetable
Store” for some refreshment and found that it was
a normal wayside fruit shop and not mobile
at all. We were told that it started out as a
caravan and has developed since but never
changed its name. It was worth going in to
the cold room to look at their fruit and
vegies. A truck load of sandalwood
seedlings drove in to the yard and we asked
about them. We were told that sandalwood
is a parasite like mistletoe and has to be
grown on a host tree.
Ivanhoe Crossing
with warning signs

One of the features of the Kimberley is the
variety of colours and textures of the rocks
everywhere. We called in at the Top Rockz
Gallery where a chap has made a great
collection of rocks and done a huge amount
of shaping and polishing to produce some
very attractive items from small necklace
Across the road from his front gate was
another front gate where people who
were looking for the gallery had obviously
gone in by mistake. The fairly direct sign
at his gate said “Private Property
Trespassers will be fed to the crocodiles.”
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Wyndham
After a quiet day on Friday we fulfilled another ambition by going to Wyndham on Saturday.
Bev’s mother’s elder sister, Auntie Nell started her nursing training at the Warragul
Hospital, but moved to Bendigo to get a more complete training than Warragul could offer.
Once she was qualified she worked with unmarried mothers in Melbourne and followed her
feeling that God wanted her to work as a missionary.
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This led her eventually to Wyndham in the Kimberley where she nursed in thehospital and
for at least a year was the matron there. It was in Wyndham that she met George whom
she later married. We just had to
see Auntie Nell’s hospital!
We set off early as Wyndham is
100 kilometres from Kununurra.
This meant retracing our route
back to Halls Creek for about 45
kilometres and then turning north
for another 55 kilometres or so to
Wyndham. Not long after we had
turned north, we passed the start
of the Gibb River Road, with big
signs indicating whether it was
safe to travel or not.
On the way we went through some very pretty country and in one hilly area saw a sign
pointing to “The Grotto”. The road led us to a car park which had a walking track down to
the Grotto. We had heard that there were 140 man-made steps down to the Grotto and
those who told us that were implying that it would be a very difficult climb back for us

“oldies”. The 140 steps did not prove to be a problem at all, but there was a problem with
vertigo. The top of the steps seemed to lead us over a cliff and Cheryl came close to
turning back right then and there. Bev, who also suffers from vertigo, gave Cheryl some
much needed moral support and before long they were far enough down for the vertigo to
no longer be an issue.
The place itself was glorious.It was right down in a gorge and in the wet is fed by a waterfall.
The large pool is said to be up to 300 feet deep, so is unlikely to dry up. There was a family
there and the two kids were swimming with their dog, a beautiful labradoodle. The father told
us that they had been swimming near the Geike Gorge at Fitzroy Crossing and after having a
lovely time in the water they got into their car which was nearby and were just driving away
when they saw half a dozen or so fresh water crocodiles cruising around where they had
been. It certainly would not have been as bad as seeing salt water crocodiles, but it scared
them a bit.
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Wyndham was originally built as a port to serve the goldfields at Halls Creek and elsewhere
and later to ship cattle from the north down to Perth. The port was built on a fairly narrow
strip of land at the base of The Bastion, a 600 ft sandstone range. As the town grew, it ran
out of room and so another town was built 3 miles away in an area that allowed room for
expansion. So it is really two towns or rather villages.
We stopped at the “Three Mile” as the locals call the
present township and found the current hospital. It is a
very well equipped hospital, but has very few patients.
Bev reckons it would be a great place to work because
you could really concentrate on patient care. We met a
some of the staff and were introduced to a couple of
elderly aboriginal women who were able to fill us in on
some of the background of the hospital.
Auntie Nell’s hospital is in the old town, so we wasted
no time in driving the three miles (5 kms) to the old town and almost immediately spotted the
old hospital. We went in and found that it was now occupied as a private residence, but after
calling out it was obvious that there was no one home. So I walked around with my camera
and took pictures that evoked the ghost of Auntie Nell. It was not hard to imagine her in a
couple of the rooms which were obviously wards and making her way around the wide
verandahs in her nurse’s
uniform and cape.
As we went around the
back of the building we
discovered another aspect
of its history. After it was a
hospital, it was used as a
prison. At the back were
the cells and the caged in
exercise areas, and also
some heavy double doors
with what had been strong
locks on them. Presumably
the old hospital had been
the administrative section
for the prison.
We drove around the wharf
area and then to the
crocodile farm. We had just missed the 11 am feeding time so we went back to the old town
and found the museum. The chap in charge looked for a list of hospital matrons for us, to
see if Auntie Nell had become part of Wyndham’s history, but without success. It was
fascinating enough to fill in a bit of time.
After looking around a bit more we went back to the crocodile farm and ordered some lunch
which we had before the 2 pm feeding time. Part of our lunch was crocodile kebab. I thought
it tasted suspiciously like the chicken kebab we had bought in Coles a couple of days before.
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The feeding tour was good fun and especially as the place was only manned with someone
coming in to feed the crocs every couple of days. Two or three months ago a local group
formed a company and bought it and now it is being managed by a chap who learnt a lot
about crocodiles working for Malcolm Douglas in
his croc farm in Broome.
The lady in the shop/cafe had a broad Scottish
accent which I found hard to understand, but
Bev worked it out OK.
The tour consisted of going around from cage to
cage and banging a quarter of a chicken (fully
clothed) against the cage to get its attention and
hoping that it would come up to have a feed. We
got a few pictures of lunging crocs. A couple of the
crocs had history behind them. They had been
killer crocs in the Kimberley or Northern Territory
and had been captured and sent to this place as a
safety measure.
We met a couple of their dingoes at the end.
Beautiful animals.
Just a few metres up the hill from the Croc Farm
were the ruins of “The Residency” which had
been built for the resident magistrate but never
used.

On the way out of Wyndham
we had a look at the Pioneers
Cemetery and a bit further
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along, the Afghan’s Cemetery. According to the notice board here, the size of the graves
was because some of the Afghans had their lead camel buried with them.
Later again, as we were driving back, we stopped to see a dead snake that we had seen
beside the road on our way in. It was still there and was huge. It would have been at least
10 feet long and had a large lump about half way down which was something that it had
swallowed whole about the size of a rabbit or cat. This made us conclude that it was a
python of some kind. The Encyclopaedia Britannica says that there are a number of python
species in Australia so I think this was one of them.
The sun was setting as we drove home and the ranges around us were transformed by the
setting sun. Their colour was a rich red/purple and it was a magical experience driving
home as they gradually lost their colour and the sky darkened and we drove on in the dark
for the last few kilometres.
Return to Table of Contents

Kununurra #2
We went to church the next morning at the local Baptist Fellowship. There were maybe fifty
people there and I would say that half of them were travellers like us. They were expecting
their new pastor in the next week or so and were
in the process of filling the manse pantry. The
preacher for the day had only just arrived in
Kununurra and was working with HCJB the
Christian shortwave broadcaster. He was quite
good and we were pleased to hear him as we
have been interested in the work of HCJB
(“Heralding Christ Jesus Blessings") for many
years. They have one of their powerful
broadcasting stations here in Kununurra and we
were invited to a tour of the facility the next
afternoon
On Monday afternoon we first of all headed off for the Zebra Rock Gallery. The Gallery had
acquired lots of pieces of striped zebra rock from a spot not far from Kununurra and had a
workshop where they were sculpting it into all sorts of artefacts and shapes. They polish it
with either Dulux clear gloss or with floor polish. Before this there is a lot of time spent in
rubbing it down with wet and dry emery paper. We bought a bagful of pieces as they are
quite attractive and unusual and we could place them around the house as conversation
pieces.
This was a fascinating place where you could go down to the riverside and feed the fish.
There were heaps of catfish and some other species milling around, vying for the pieces of
bread that were being thrown into the water for them. There were signs telling us that we
could feed the fish but not catch them.
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On the way back we called in to the HCJB property for our guided tour. There were eight
adults and three children in the group, and the women and children hopped in to the dual
cab while the men stood on the tray at the back which had railings for us to hold on to.
HCJB started in the 1930s and I heard a lot about them when I was at the Melbourne Bible
Institute in 1957/8. At that stage they had developed a powerful short wave station in Quito,
Ecuador, which broadcast Christian programmes to the USSR, which of course was closed
to missionaries. Now they have a number of broadcasting stations around the world and
the original Quito transmitter has to bring down the height of their towers because of the
development of a nearby airport.
In Australia the HQ is in Melbourne and the programmes are all produced there. They are
then sent up to Kununurra by ISDN and are broadcast from here. At present they have 3

towers which are 38 metres high and broadcast to the Pacific Islands, China and South East
Asia including southern India. Later we were taken out to a property adjacent to their present
one which they will be leasing off the government and saw the commencement of their new
control rooms and the sites for another half dozen or more transmitting towers which will be
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96 metres tall and will provide a much more powerful signal. This Australian site will be able
then to compensate for the loss of power in Quito.
On at least one of the transmitting towers they will be using a curtain transmitter (see top left
picture in group) which is made up of lots of shaped metal pieces which form a curtain and
can be made to broadcast in various directions by changing the way the pieces face - a bit
like a louvre. This gives them more accuracy and they are able to focus their broadcasts
better where they want them.
While we were looking at all this, we were told some amazing stories of how they have
acquired millions of dollars’ worth of equipment for a fraction of the price because of the
generosity and support from some unexpected places. The curtain transmitter which would
have cost about $800,000 was originally made for the Soviet Union to use for broadcasting
communist propaganda, but it lay in a store for a while until the Soviet Union collapsed and
so they never used it. HCJB were able to buy it for $120,000. They delight in the irony of
acquiring equipment which was made for communist propaganda having its first airing to
broadcast the Christian Gospel. There were lots more of the same kind of story and they
have a notice in their office which says “We don’t believe in miracles - we depend on them!”
They have been up here for a few years and have used their land to develop quite a
successful farm which is part of the Ord River Irrigation Area, and they are able to have all
the water they need to grow their crops and orchards. Lots of volunteers come up from the
south and help them in the work on the farm as well as in various parts of the broadcasting
programme. They had a fair bit of a problem with the local council in getting permission to put
up their towers, partly because they are in the flight path of the local airport which has a large
volume of planes using it for tourist purposes, and partly because there was a strong element
on council who did not want a Christian organisation polluting the airways and, maybe, taking
control of council! They had to eventually go to the Appeals Tribunal and their lawyer who
offered to help them in this process was a former chairman of the Appeals Tribunal! So they
now have their three smaller towers up and running and are able to broadcast in a limited
way into southeast Asia and the Pacific region.
When we got back to the caravan park and opened up, I found my wallet sitting on the bed
with nothing in it.
It had been the repository for about $400 which was now missing. After a bit more inspection,
we found that nothing else seemed to have been stolen although there were signs that they

The outer fence of the caravan park and the van
that is visible was close to the place we were
parked.
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had looked in a number of places for more money and we soon found that one of the
windows had had the fly wire removed and, as it was a large window, the culprit had been
able to hop in and make himself at home.
We called the police, but there is not a lot they can do because they did not actually catch
them at it. It seems that there is a group of them or a family, and the one that does the entry
is a teenager or younger. They are aboriginal people and the local police have a fair idea
who they are but are helpless to act. Evidently the main culprits are a boy and his
grandparents. The boy kicks his football over the fence, and then meanders through the front
gate to get it. In this case he must have thought he had struck gold. The next move is to
pass the money through the fence to his grandparents, who move away, and if the boy is
caught in the caravan park after that there is no evidence of any wrongdoing. This episode
was a blow, which left a sour taste after a great day out.
Lower Ord Tour
Our next tour on Tuesday was a “Lower Ord Tour”. For the first hour or more the coach was
travelling through the Ord River Irrigation Area and our tour guide, Ashley, was able to fill us
in with a wealth of information which he
Santalum album) is a hemi-parasite and due
had stored up in his head over the few
to the poorly developed root system must be grown in close
years he had been running this tour. There
proximity to another plant to utilise the host plant root
system
have been lots of successes with crops in
the Ord River project and a few failures as
wn in
the same pot as the sandalwood is a herbaceous plant
well. The latest problem is that the local
Alternanthera nana.
sugar mill is likely to be moved offshore to
Sesbania Formosa.
Indonesia unless someone can join a local
Cathormium
cooperative to buy and run the place. So at
umbellatum. (other trees can also be used as a tertiary host
present there are huge areas of sugar cane
provided it has an efficient root system and has
comparatively vigorous growth)
which should have been harvested by now,
but are still sitting there waiting the
outcome of this situation. A couple of
Chia - the modern superfood
weeks after we had left Kununurra we heard
When fourth-generation farmer John Foss won the Nuffield
on the news that a co-operative had been
scholarship in 2001, he travelled the world looking for
future trends in agriculture and “natural solutions to
formed and the mill was to stay.
modern health problems”. That’s when he discovered the
chia seed. The chia plant was grown by the Mayan, Aztec
and Inca civilisations, as early as 3500BC. Foss
encountered chia crops in Central and South America but
found their quality and production quantities to be
inconsistent.

In 2003, he set up The Chia Co in the Ord River region of
Western Australia’s Kimberleys with an initial focus on
developing the crop, cultivating supply and agronomics. In
2006, the company began marketing the seed
internationally and in 2009 it launched its first branded
retail products.
Partnerships with Bakers Delight, Nudie and Boost Juice
have helped raise awareness of chia, and expansion into
North America last year and Europe currently have helped
keep up growth momentum.
Thanks to:

http://www.foodanddrinkbusiness.com.au

Ashley filled us in on lots more about the
crops, how they are grown; how the farmers
have beehives next to certain paddocks to
make sure the crops are fertilised; if it has
not been windy enough, they use
helicopters to blow the spore around so that
it gets to the maximum number of plants;
they are only growing a small variety of
pumpkin now as housewives were
complaining about the large ones which
were so hard to cut up; we saw the long
channels which supplied water to individual
farms and how they use lots of pieces of
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poly pipe about 5 metres long to siphon the water into the shallow irrigation channels that
actually water the crops themselves; there is a new crop called Chia which is supposed to be
higher in Omega 3 than most other plants; there were lots of mango orchards; and quite a lot
of sandalwood which they are becoming more successful at growing by using a host tree
called Sesbania rather than the African Mahogany tree which grew too fast and did not host
the Sandalwood very well.
Ashley then took us to the Ivanhoe Crossing where we had taken ourselves the other day,
and explained that the crossing had been the main Ord crossing for the cattle stations to
take their animals to Wyndham for shipping out or to be processed in the Wyndham
meatworks which have now closed down.
From there we entered a gravel road which took us between
two of the large cattle stations, one owned by the Packers,
and we stopped to see a huge boab tree which had been
split by lightning many years ago and now grew in two
directions with branches going everywhere. We saw a truck
go past which Ashley told us was probably going to the site
of the making of a film, “Australia” which is starring Nicole
Kidman. She will be staying out at the very upmarket El
Questro homestead and commuting over to this site for the
filming.
We finally reached the banks of the lower Ord
River and stepped into Ashley’s “bush camp”.
This consisted of a big canvas cover over a
BBQ area and some dining tables. The toilets
were spotless and there was a basin, mirror,
soap and paper towels supplied. There was a
sink next to the BBQ for washing up. Ashley
put the BBQ meat on while we went down to
the water’s edge and fed the catfish and
friends again. Ashley assured us that there
was a big barramundi that came for a feed too,
but it was not to be. When we were eating our
lunch we were joined by a large yellow spotted monitor, a kind of
goanna, which roamed around and looked a bit threatening at
times. However, Ashley had it under control and gave it some BBQ
sausage and gently shooed it out of the way with a broom when it
came too close. It had a mate in the bushes a few metres away, but
it was not so friendly.
One of the things that we hear a lot about is, of course, the “wet”. And one of the regular
occurrences as a result of the wet is flooding. Consequently, every year there is flooding of
some kind and the worst floods are marked on trees or buildings as a record. Ashley’s
camp is flooded every wet, so he takes down the canvas and removes other valuable items
and works at another job during that time. Then about a month before the dry and the influx
of visitors, he goes down to the camp site and clears the mud and debris away, puts his
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canvas up and brings back the other important items and he is ready for another tourist
season.
Lunch was delicious with a choice of meats with salad. Then we boarded the punt-like boat
for our tour of the river. The boat was, I think, twin hulled
and was capable of a surprising burst of speed which he
treated us to from time to time. The main part of our trip
in the boat was upstream to the Terrara Bar which is a
bar of black basalt which is scattered across the river
forming a series of mini gorges.
We saw a big old Brahman/Charolais cross bull by the
water. He looked a bit disdainful of us, but I would
presume that he was a very valuable part of the breeding
programme on this station and so had a right to look
down his nose at us. Later we saw another purebred Brahman bull which was only a
youngster. One of the reasons that the Brahman has become the cattle of choice up here
is partly because of their resistance to heat and partly because they are not bothered so
much by ticks.
Cheryl suddenly began squealing behind me and when I worked out what she was saying,
it turned out that she had spotted a huge salt water crocodile sunning on the bank. It really
was a big one and Ashley said he thought it would be about 18 feet (6 metres) long. We
saw other salties and quite a few freshies, but nothing as big as that. We were introduced
to another old croc called “stumpy”, thought to be about 80 years old, who allowed us to
come within a few feet of him and seemed to be happily ignoring us until you looked closely
and saw one eye following our every move.

The bird life was also interesting. There was a huge sea eagle’s nest and later we were
able to get pretty close up to a sea eagle sitting on a low branch. We heard the blue
winged kookaburra - a type of kingfisher - and saw some night herons. Another highlight
was a black and white Jabiru fishing in shallow waters at the side of the river.
For an afternoon tea break, we pulled in to a small creek feeding into the river. It was calm
and shady and a very relaxing and peaceful place to stop. Good old Ashley pulled out a
large Esky and had some liquid refreshments (non alcoholic of course) for those that
wanted them. We thought that was the afternoon tea break, but when we got back to the
bush camp we had the proper afternoon tea. Ashley was a great host.
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Late afternoon, and we headed out in the boat again and turned downstream while the sun
was setting. One of the characters around here is Hairy Dog. He is an old chap who takes
people out in a small boat on the river for barramundi fishing trips. No one seems to know
why he is called Hairy Dog, but we met him and another four people in a boat with one
‘barra’ which they held aloft for us. He is said to have a pet saltwater crocodile that he
feeds when he comes back from his fishing trips. He even suggests that people might like
a quick dip in that area. Better the croc you know than the croc you don’t know!
Back to the bush camp at dusk and a relaxed drive home in the dark.
Return to Table of Contents

Celebrity Park
On Wednesday morning Bev had a young lady come around for a massage as the caravan
park managers were aware of Bev's skill in this area. Our neighbours told us that the day
before, after we had left for our Lower Ord Tour, they were relaxing in their van at about 8
am, when they saw an aboriginal family at the corner of the property outside the high
chainmesh fence. As they watched, the boy who was about 10, climbed through a narrow
space under the fence and started walking towards our caravan. They came out and asked
him what he was doing, whereupon he looked innocent and began to walk away from them
between our two caravans. The proprietors were called and had a talk with him, but as he
had not actually done anything, they could do little more than “give him a scare”. They told
us later that he lives with his grandmother. If he had been able to get his hands on any
money, he would just have had to hand it through the fence to his family and if he had been
caught he would not have had any money on him. I found it sad and disturbing to think that
these parents were teaching their child how to be a thief and acting in the role of Fagin to
him.
At this point in our travels Bev had sent 146 postcards to family and friends.
There is a park in which they have, over the years, had various celebrities come and plant
a tree. They then placed a plaque in front of the tree to record the event. We spotted trees
which had been planted by John Farnham, Princess Anne, Jack Absalom, Ernie Dingo,
John Williamson, two of the Durack sisters, as well as some Governor Generals and WA
governors.
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We filled up with petrol ready for Saturday’s departure and even with the 4 cents off we still
paid 155 cpI.
Return to Table of Contents

Upper Ord Tour
On Thursday we had a rest day and on Friday we were waiting at the caravan park
entrance early for another tour, this time of the Upper Ord and it was to include a sunset
boat tour of Lake Argyle.
As we left in our tour boat which was called “The
Osprey” we felt unusually cold and this persisted for
quite a while. Shaun, our tour guide, handed out
blankets for people to use to keep warm and said that
it was unusual for people to prefer the sunny side of
the boat in this normally hot climate instead of chasing
the shade all the time. The first thing we learned was
that we were not actually on the Ord but in Lake
Kununurra. This was formed when the Diversion Dam
was built to hold back the Ord River and divert the
water to the main channel for the irrigators to use. The
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Diversion Dam formed Lake Kununurra which stretches from here right back to the Argyle
Dam which was built to form Lake Argyle.
Lake Argyle is huge as we had seen from our plane flight and is supposed to be 21 times
the size of Sydney Harbour - well, that was the latest information we got. The size in
comparison to Sydney Harbour varies according to who is telling the story. Anyway, Lake
Argyle was formed with the one and only purpose of keeping Lake Kununurra at a
consistent level so that it would always be able to feed the irrigation channels. It has
certainly worked because the only fluctuation in level of Lake Kununurra is caused by the
manipulation of the gates at the Diversion Dam.

The lake was beautiful and peaceful and we cruised contentedly until it was lunch time.
Shaun, our guide and pilot, talked to us about the
Ord River Irrigation Project and how it had failed
miserably to grow cotton commercially and also rice partly because of their distance from the southern
markets, but in the case of rice, it turned out that rice
is a staple diet of the magpie geese. Once the Ord
River irrigation area started producing acres of rice
and one or two magpie geese got on to it, they soon
let the magpie geese around Australia know about it
and there was a huge tourism boom in magpie geese
coming to the Ord River area. They had a
smorgasbord of good things laid out for them here
and they decided to stay.
Shaun took us in to a small creek where we
disembarked (I like to use the proper nautical term!) at
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his bush camp for lunch. He had a beautiful spot with large sails providing shade and steel
picnic tables and benches and good toilets. Because Lake Kununurra keeps a stable level,
even in the wet, there is no need for him to dismantle the whole thing in the off season.
These tourist operators supply a great lunch which they spread out on the table and we help
ourselves in smorgasbord fashion.
We saw a number of freshwater crocs, and, when some of the passengers tried to take
photos but missed out because the croc moved away, his response was “Don’t worry. It gets
better than this!” This phrase has
now gone into our repertoire of
“useful phrases”. Whenever we
are having an “ordinary” time, we
say, “Don’t worry. It gets better
than this!” The only trouble was
that when we got to the end of
Shaun’s tour at the Argyle Dam
wall, we really hadn’t seen
anything better than we had
already seen, so even when he
showed us a few more freshies,
we realised that his cliché had
little real meaning.
We were met at the base of the
Argyle dam wall by a coach
called “Old Bertha” which stated
“1967” at the front which was
presumably when it was put into service. The seats were hard and unadjustable, just like the
old coach services of that era in Melbourne. Bertha took us to the Argyle Village which is
mainly a caravan park but used to be the living quarters for the people working on the
building of the dam.

Then we went around to the Durack Homestead. This homestead was actually situated in
the middle of what is now Lake Argyle, and it was faithfully reproduced in this position for a
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film and then taken over by the National Trust and filled with a lot of Durack memorabilia.
Some of the Durack family gravestones were also moved there.
Bertha took us to another jetty where we boarded a cruise boat on Lake Argyle for a sunset
cruise. This was beautiful and, even though the sunset
was not as spectacular as others we have seen due to a
lack of clouds to reflect the colours, it was still worth
experiencing. On the way around we were shown a
small community of rock wallabies just above the water.
Our guide threw pellets of food over to them so they
willingly came out to chase the food. Evidently they live
in family groups of up to four and if there are any more
than that, the extras have to find somewhere else to
live.
We were able to see where the fresh water crocs were
building their nests on the edge of the lake in
preparation for their mating season. Because they are
freshies, people swim in the lake. Their mouths are
quite narrow (the crocs that is, not the people) and
different to the larger salties, so they are not really
interested in eating humans. We cruised over the top of
the site of the Durack homestead and saw various
islands (former hilltops) where people from Kununurra
come to picnic, water ski and fish.
Towards sunset we came to a spot where the cruise
boats pull up to view the sunset and we tied up to a
buoy while a couple of girls jumped in for a swim and
were followed later by two smaller children that were
travelling with their parents. One of these girls had
taken part in a 21 kilometre swim a few days ago which
had attracted people from around Australia and she had
won the event. Bev had massaged another of the
competitors last Wednesday who needed some
revitalising after the event. The girls were rewarded with
a glass of champagne for braving the waters first, but
eventually we all enjoyed a glass of champers as we
watched the sun set.
It was very peaceful and calming to the soul as we travelled back in the dusk over the
tranquil and reflective water. We boarded a coach (not Bertha) to take us the 35 kilometres
back to Kununurra and a tired end to the day.
Return to Table of Contents
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Northern Territory
On the road to Darwin
Saturday 9 June is an historically significant day for us. We left Kununurra and set off for
Katherine. It was not long before we came to the NT border. We realised that this was the
first time we had ever been to the Northern Territory and it completed our visits to all the
Australian states
and territories. An
historic moment!
We also put our
clocks forward one
and a half hours
which brought us
to SA time and
only half an hour
different to home.
The Beef Road
Monument was a
barren looking bit of concrete to mark the route of the long beef drives carried out by the
Duracks and others.
Then we came to the Gregory’s Tree where
we stopped for morning tea. We had to drive
3/4 kilometres over a very corrugated gravel
road and the caravan showed the results of
this in things being thrown around in the
cupboards and a couple of nails and screws
coming loose. As we drove along we noticed
that there was a low shade cloth fence on
our left with what turned out to be cane toad
traps spaced every so often along it. One of
the traps near where we stopped had a
couple of dead cane toads in it.
Gregory was a surveyor whose job it was
to explore this country for science and commercial investment and also to prove the
existence or otherwise of an inland sea. He and his team camped here on the bank of the
Victoria River and made their base camp near here. In 1856, before heading back to
Brisbane, he marked this tree with the date July 2nd 1856 and added underneath “letter in
oven”. This referred to a letter he wrote telling of their plans in case they got lost or died on
the return to Brisbane. The large Boab tree is still there with the date clearly marked
although the note about the letter is harder to make out.
At lunch time we stopped at a caravan and camping area and boat ramp called Big
Horse Creek. It was beside the Victoria River and we had a very pleasant stop there.
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When we arrived in Katherine we followed the map
to find our caravan park which seemed to be a
long way from the centre, but we eventually found
it. One of the first things that attracted our attention
was a sign in the amenities block which said, “Turn
off the lights as the lights attract insects and
insects attract toads and toads are messy!” We
were only staying in Katherine overnight and then
going north to Darwin, but we had to stay here
again on our way back down the centre. So we
booked tour to Katherine Gorge for our return visit.

We left Katherine at 8:45 am on Sunday morning and filled with petrol on the way out of
town because the price here was 133.9 cpI which was the best we have seen fora while
and lots better than the 155.9 cpI we had paid in Kununurra. The Stuart Highway bypasses
Pine Creek, so we left the highway to have a look
at the town. Gold was discovered here in the early
Pine Creek Super Pit
1870s. This had a huge effect on the growth of
Darwin, as prospectors, miners and other gold
seekers arrived in Darwin to make their way to
Pine Creek. This also meant the construction of a
railway between the two locations.
We drove up to the lookout (no caravans allowed!)
with caravan attached, we found that we were
looking down into the former super pit of the
goldmine which, since 1996 has been filling with
water. There were also a couple of mine shafts at
the top of the hill. When we tried to turn the car and caravan around we discovered why
caravans were not permitted! With three other vehicles in the rather restricted car park, it
was not easy!
Return to Table of Contents

Darwin
Darwin is a huge place spread across a large area. Like Canberra it consists of a central
area which holds a lot of the history, and this is surrounded by about 8 or 10 suburbs,
some of which are separated from the centre by large areas of bush. We pulled in to the
Boomerang Caravan Park which is about 30 kilometres out from the CBD in a suburb
called Virginia. It would take us 20 minutes or more to get in to the CBD and about half an
hour to the airport.
As we pulled in to the caravan park we noticed that the pub which shares space with the
caravan park was offering a Sunday roast for $9.90. As it was 12:45 pm we reckoned that
was the go and it was a really nice roast dinner which included some beautiful crackle as
well.
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After setting up the caravan in a lovely shady site, (that’s our caravan in the picture) Bev
phoned her friend Fiona and let her know we had arrived and where we were. Fiona
invited us to come straight in and see her at home, so we drove there and found that she
lives with her brother in an attractive tropical home only five minutes’ walk from the beach.
We had a good chat with her and then we
went for a stroll down to the beach with the
dog. There were great views of the large bay
that forms Darwin harbour and of the CBD in
the distance.
We came back from our walk and sat beside
the swimming pool while Fiona mad a
delicious drink made from bananas grown on
their own trees which she had put in the
freezer to keep them from going off, lime and
honey, all put in the blender and some water
added. It was a very refreshing drink.
Fiona is a Traralgon girl whom Bev knew when she was
living there. She came to this part of the world about five
years ago and eventually got a job with the education
department up here. The week of our visit she had been
to visit schools in Arnhem Land and on Elcho Island.
She says what keeps her here is the continuing sense of
adventure she feels. We will attend the church she
attends next Sunday.
As Cheryl was to fly back to Victoria, we decided it would
be a good idea to go in and explore Darwin. There are a lot
of places which have left over reminders of WWII and one
of these, just below their Parliament House, is a series of
large tunnels they built as a fuel storage, because their fuel
had been stored in large tanks which the Japanese could
see and bomb easily. These were duly excavated, reaching
right under Parliament House, but were never used until
after the war when a local entrepreneur used them to store
petrol. However, there was a water problem which polluted
his petrol, so after 3 years he gave up and eventually the
government took them over and made a tourist attraction out of them.
Elsewhere around the foreshore we saw some huge concrete gun emplacements, now
with guns missing, but giving an idea of the size of the guns they must have used.
We followed our intuition and entered the world of the rich and famous. This turned out to be
a place called Cullen Bay. It was an area built around a marina with water frontages for
many of the homes. They were beautiful and some of the small cruisers they owned were
magnificent. The water in the marina is kept at a consistent level and, because the ocean is
tidally affected, they have a lock for the boats to go through so they can keep it level. We
watched some of the movement in and out of the marina through the lock.
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From this exclusive part of
Darwin, we followed the
foreshore of Fannie Bay right
around until we came to Eastern
Point and discovered a great
view back to the centre of
Darwin and some wonderful
beaches and places of interest
on the way.

One of these was Doctors Gully where there had
been a hospital and a Chinese market garden
on the flat below. In February 1869 Dr Robert
Peel and a team of well diggers went ashore at
Doctors Gully in search of a good supply of
potable water. Runoff water would have been
reasonably abundant at this time of year
however there was a need to find a suitable supply
of water that would not run dry during the dry
season months. Peels successful well digging
coupled with a good wet season runoff suggested
that the gully be made the major watering point for
the camp and stock.
A hospital reserve was situated just above the
gully. In 1874 the hospital was opened due to the
increasing number of outbreaks of malaria within
the settlement. The hospital was built on top of the
north western cliff enclosing the gully (see picture). In 1913 A. Holmes describes the hospital
in 1911
“The drains were incomplete and ineffective, often offensive... urinal and earth closets
situated on verandahs... a Chinese gardener used the night soil as fertiliser in the
adjacent gully and sold the vegetables back to the hospital”.
There was an attractive and cool board walk through the tropical vegetation in this quiet gully
near the centre of the city. Near this was a place where they feed the fish every day. They
don’t actually keep fish there but have a place that opens straight on to the bay and the fish
evidently come in their hundreds to be fed each day. We just missed it by quarter of an hour!
As it got towards sunset, we made our way to a restaurant which was up on the first floor of
a building but the dining area was alfresco and, because of the difference in height, the
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tables looked straight out over the beach and across the bay. It was an “eat as much as you
like” place for a set price and we found it very appetising and not hard to go back for more.
But the atmosphere really became enchanted as the sun was setting and the colours
changed every few seconds as a couple of sail boats were outlined against the sky, and the
diners nearest the beach became anonymous silhouettes. What an experience!

At 1 o’clock in the morning we went in to the airport with Cheryl and found the airport
absolutely packed out. It seems that the RAAF actually runs the airport and so commercial
flights are only able to use it when the RAAF says so. Once Virgin started sending flights this
way, they told them that they could only use the airport between 1 and 5 am and other
airlines were limited in their daytime use of the airport. Finally at 2:20 am, Cheryl boarded
her flight and we waved her goodbye.
After getting home about 3 am the rest of the day was a wipe-out! I spent a good deal of the
time sitting outside the caravan under our awning, looking blankly into space. If I looked
blank outside, it was certainly blank inside also.
We salvaged the day slightly when we went in to the Palmerston Shopping Centre which is
not far from here and were able to buy a pair of sandals each for a total of $14! Also
because I had gone through the seat of my favourite pair of shorts, I had to buy more shorts.
Bev provided the ultimate humiliation when she placed my old shorts on the step to wipe our
feet on.
Return to Table of Contents

Kakadu
There was no way we were going to come as far as Darwin and not see Kakadu. So
Wednesday was the day. We were picked up by a contract coach at about 6:45 am and then
taken for a short ride along the highway to a parking area where we waited for our Australian
Pacific Tours coach. We were the last people to be picked up and then we set off for
Kakadu. We had begun to take our tour guides for granted and just expected them to be
good, but Bruce reminded us that they could be not so good also. He was a tour driver of
many years’ experience, as he told us in some detail, but he had a flat tone of voice and
spoke very slowly and “thoughtfully”. This meant that we were constantly waiting for a
sentence to be finished and every sentence was liberally scattered with “er”s. It was like
always waiting for the other shoe to drop. The coach actually had people in it who were
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doing three different tours and we found this quite confusing. Some were going on a 2 day
tour with Bruce - some were going on a land tour and we were going on a tour which
included a river trip. To complicate matters even more, Bruce gave us the option of getting
off at an airport where we could do a flight over Kakadu for $198, and then be picked up
somewhere else. When we pulled up at the Kakadu National Park HQ sometime later and
everyone had to separate into their individual
tours, we were so confused we asked one of
the guides where the Moores were supposed
to be.
Before this we had passed through Humpty
Doo which had originally been a station and
they had experimented with rice growing and
had the same problem as the Ord River
people with magpie geese. The station is
now an aboriginal reserve and the dam that
was built to water the rice crop has now
changed its role and is a wetland reserve.
We stopped for breakfast at Corroborree
Park Tavern (picture) amidst acres of mango plantations. Evidently in this part of the world,
the mango growers get together and auction the first case of mangos of the season to raise
money for children’s charities. Last year the auction raised $25,000.
We passed a huge area owned by the armed services which is used for training people who
are going to Iraq. Everyone going to Iraq has to come to Darwin for a period of special
training.
The entrance to Kakadu is 133
kilometres from Darwin and we
entered the Kakadu National Park
just on 9 am. Kakadu covers 29,000
square kilometres and is home to
many aboriginal communities. It
borders on Arnhem Land where
there are lots more aboriginal
communities.
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The first part of our tour here was in a smaller coach as the large group was now broken into
various smaller groups going on different tours. The transfer was made just near the
National Park HQ and Bowali Visitor Centre (picture).
Our initial destination was Ubirr. Ubirr is within the East Alligator region of Kakadu National
Park, and is known for its rock art. It consists of a group of rocky outcrops where there are
several natural shelters that have a collection of Aboriginal rock paintings, some of which are
many thousands of years old. The art depicts certain creation ancestors as well as animals
from the area such as barramundi, catfish, mullet, goannas, long-necked turtles, pig-nosed
turtles, rock ringtail possums, and wallabies. We were also able to climb to the top of Ubirr
rock for a panoramic view of the floodplains and escarpments.
On the next page I have placed a collage of the pictures I took there without comment, as it
is mostly self-explanatory.
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Now we come to the river cruise on the East Alligator River. The explorer Phillip Parker
King made a number of explorations in the area between 1818 and 1822 and named the
rivers after the crocodiles which he mistook for alligators. He wrote in his journals:
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"On our course up and down the river, we
encountered several very large alligators
and some were noticed sleeping on the
mud. This was the first time we had seen
these animals, excepting that at Goulburn
Island, and, as they appeared to be very
numerous and large, it was not thought
safe to stop all night up the River."
We have two crocodile species in Australia:



The world's largest crocodilian (and also the
world's largest living reptile), the salt-water
crocodile (Crocodylus porosus), found from
Australia to India



A much smaller, endemic species (i.e. found only in
Australia), the freshwater crocodile (Crocodylus
johnstoni)

Our tour guide was a part aboriginal chap
called Roman. Apart from seeing some
crocs along the way, he explained a lot
about the aborigine’s use of trees and
herbs. He concentrated on the beach
hibiscus and the paper bark trees for a lot
of the time.

They live only in far northern Australia, as they need to keep
their body temperatures high enough for the stomach to
digest their food.
There are no alligators, gavials or caimans native to
Australia.

The bark from the beach hibiscus contains
an antiseptic which is used in a number of
ways to heal wounds. The flower, when it is
yellow and eaten, will give you a bad belly,
Araucaria Ecotours
but when the flower turns red it fixes bad
http://www.learnaboutwildlife.com/index.html
belly! There are 28 kinds of paperbark and it has many uses such as making rafts; roofing
their humpies; sleeping on mattress made of paperbark material; and rolling fish in it for
cooking. He also told us that when you see a lump on the bark it is probably full of water, so
you make a small hole at the bottom and have a drink, and then make sure you plug the
hole up for someone else to use. It also makes good toilet paper (“I always use the inner
layers which are like velvet and easier on the .. well you know”). And there was a lot more.
He explained about their use of fire to maintain the healthy growth of trees and other plants
which need fire to germinate the seeds. When they burn an area, they make sure there is
plenty of space for wildlife to escape into the neighbouring bush, so they burn in what he
called a mosaic pattern. This also has the benefit of slowing down any large fires that spread
into their territory from further afield. Roman said they have to watch out for the whistling kite
which has a habit of circling over a fire and then dropping down to pick up a burning stick
and dropping it somewhere away from the fire. They do this because any fire stirs up a lot of
insects which are good tucker for whistling kites and easy to catch. The only problem with
this is that the people who are attending to the fire have to watch behind them in case the
kites start a fire in the rear which might trap them.
Roman and later the young guide in the other boat,
told us about the use of spears and boomerangs
and some of the cultural practices in their use. They
showed us fishing spears bird catching spears as
well as the spears for killing larger game such as
kangaroos or buffaloes. The spears are also used
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for punishment when someone breaks tribal law. For example when a man has sexually
assaulted a child he is punished with a spear pierced right through his achilles tendon. This
leaves him with a permanent limp and, as well as being thrown out of his own tribe, when he
approaches another tribe and they see that he is limping, they wave their spears
threateningly to tell him that he is not wanted.
In the Northern Territory the government has got together with the aboriginal people and
worked out how they can continue to keep their tribal laws within the context of our English
law. This seems to be working, but a few of the people who had come on the boat tour and
were obviously more colonial in their outlook, were not satisfied with the guides explanations
and asked some aggressive and, I thought, bad mannered questions which were not so
much questions as statements of their view of these people who didn’t know how well off
they were under our benign government. I thought
the two guides handled this very well.
We were told about last year’s cyclone which,
unusually, had come further inland than usual and
registered winds of 300 kph on the coast and 250
kph around Kakadu. It destroyed a lot of trees and
shifted 7¼million tonnes of sand downstream
creating a mini desert where it was washed ashore.
As we came around a corner we saw this area and
pulled up and walked around it. I don’t think I like
the idea of being in a cyclone!
We heard lots more cultural information and after
hearing quite a bit about the separate lives that men lived from the women, Bev asked me
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on the way back in the coach, “However did they manage to procreate when they were
never together?”
On the way home we stopped at the Windows On The Wetlands which gives a stunning
view across Kakadu and some of the adjoining land and, while sipping wine and lemon
squash, we watched the sun set. We arrived back home before 8 pm.
Return to Table of Contents

Thursday Market
On Thursday afternoon we went in to Darwin to see the “world renowned Darwin Sunset
market”. It was set up beside one of their main beaches, Mindil Beach, and there were stalls
there selling almost anything you could imagine. I would say there were more than 100 of
them. The food stalls were a lesson in geography with food from China, Thailand, Greece,
India, Turkey, Africa and lots of other places including Australia. We stopped to buy a hand
of bananas which looked good and were selling at a good price and then wandered around.
Of course there were the new age type of stalls and there were a number of stalls offering
massage. Some of these were the straightforward remedial massage that Bev does, and
they charged $1 per minute. So, instead of charging $30 for an hour’s massage as Bev
does, she could charge $60 for the same time.

We bought some tea and sat on a very comfortable lawn area between the market and the
beach and stayed there while we watched the sun set. As we walked back through the
market in the dusk, all their lights were being turned on as they would remain open until 9
pm. It was a beautiful sight with thousands of people giving it an exciting ambience.
Behind the market there were hundreds of cars parked and it took us a while to find ours
and exit the place because there were so many people who were just arriving for their
evening’s activity.
On the way home, we trusted our intuition to get us home along a different route than we
were used to and it more or less worked. We did find ourselves on the road to a “Nudist
Beach” at one stage.
Return to Table of Contents
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The next day we drove to Litchfield National Park. To get there we went back south on the
Stuart Highway for 58 kms and then turned right towards WA for another 30 kilometres or
so.
Earlier on in our trip we had talked about magnetic termite mounds and thought we had
seen some of them, but we hadn’t. Built by termites, they are amazing architectural feats
complete with arches, tunnels, chimneys, insulation and nursery chambers. Here for the
first time we saw the real thing. They are scattered about a small flood plain and were very
narrow and all built in a flat shape which is
basically aligned north and south. They live
on the lush grass that grows on the flood
plain and in the summer wet, when other
termites go underground to escape the heat,
these magnetic termites have built their
mound so that they can stay in the mound
and not be baked by the sun. This is
probably done because they live on wetlands
and it is not such a good idea to go
Buley Rockhole
underground.
Florence Falls

View of a section one of the
Florence Falls walks.

As the mound is
extended, the outer
storage chambers are
abandoned and filled in
again with soil. The
soldier termites defend
the mound by ejecting a
transparent, sticky
substance to enmesh
predators such as ants.
Termite mounds are
extremely hard. Our
coach driver told us that
people used to crush
termite mounds and mix
the resulting grounds with
water, then spread it to
make airstrips in World
War 2, and later tennis
courts.
Further along, the
Florence Creek was
where we headed and
found the Buley Rockhole
where quite a few people
were swimming and the
water was cascading
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down over a number of shallow falls. The swimming areas seemed to be quite deep as we
watched people jumping in from two or three metres up on the rocks. We also found the
Florence Falls further downstream with more people swimming. This area has been kept
free of crocodiles, so people are encouraged to take their bathers and have a swim. At
these falls, we walked down 135 steps (that is their story anyway) and again we were
gobsmacked by the beauty and grandeur of this land. We made our way back to the
carpark on the alternative route which turned out to be a kilometre or so of stunning
semitropical rainforest next to a gurgling stream. We met a chap who was spending most
of this walk with his video camera taking pictures of the water just for the sake of recording
the sound of the burbling brook.
The Tolmer Falls were real long drop falls and we were only able to look at them from a
viewing
Tolmer Falls
platform. It
was fairly dark
in the actual
pool area
below the falls
and the signs
told us that
there were a
couple of
types of bats
that made
their home
there.
Because of
that, there are also some rock pythons around which feed on them. The other interesting
thing in answer to our unspoken question, “Why is there water flowing over these falls
when so many of the ‘falls’ we have seen only have water flowing over them in the wet?”
The answer was that some of the huge volume of water that comes down in the wet gets
soaked in to the limestone in the area and then during the dry it slowly seeps out. It is like
a sponge and keeps these falls flowing through the dry.

Wangi Falls

We finally stopped at the Wangi Falls which had such
beautiful surrounds with acres of green grass and picnic
tables, that we stopped to have our lunch there. While
we were eating at one of the picnic tables, another
couple from Woollongong came over and asked if they
could share our table. They were a little younger than us
and seemed to be unhappy with most things. They didn’t
like the heat and when they had read that Alice Springs
had temperatures of -3° overnight and only about 15°
during the day, they did not want to go there either. They
did not seem to like caravan parks and basically seemed
to be having a thoroughly miserable time. When we told
them that our son and his family lived in Ulladulla, the
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guy said, “O, that’s where the Italians are.” Well, they look through their window and we
look through ours!
These falls were beautiful and there was a large swimming hole at the bottom of them
where people were swimming. Everywhere we went the water was so clear that, even in
the shade you could easily see the stones and leaves at the bottom and sometimes the
fish as well.
On the way back we stopped at Green Ant Creek which we had missed because the
turnoff was right where they were working on the road. It was another glorious place with
all kinds of palms and ferns. It was truly a place of beauty and peace. Not a hard place to
stop and let any burdens drop away.

One of the common palms here is the
pandanus palm, actually I have just found out
that it is not a palm but a member of the “screw
pine” family because of its screw shaped
pattern of leaf bases left around the trunk which
are easily visible in the picture. It has leaves
like a palm and they mainly come out of the top
of the trunk like a palm tree.

Pandanus Palms in the Litchfield
National Park

But they often have more than one trunk
and even branch out up the trunk into two or three tops with a scarecrow head of palm
leaves. I love them and think of them as “palms with attitude”. Much use is made of the
leaves for thatching, mats, hats, ropes, twine, sails for small boats, baskets, and fibre
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species are edible. A pretty cool tree all round!

Return to Table of Contents

Sunday in Darwin
Fiona attends a Uniting Church in the suburbs, so we set off to join her at the morning
service at 9:30 am.
On the way we passed a Hindu temple and when we found the church it had the Potter’s
House on one side and a mosque on the other. This highlights the mix of nationalities and
beliefs that make up Darwin.
Uniting Church
Mosque

We met Fiona and went in to the church which was a well ventilated building with louvre
windows all around from floor to ceiling as well as fans. This gave us plenty of fresh air but
not much noise insulation. We were on a main road so any vehicle that made much noise
was a little disturbing, but the main noise disturbance came from the mosque next door.
No, they were not being over-enthusiastic in their worship, but they had organised a
working bee for the day. So we were blessed with the background sound of a lawnmower
for most of the service. The congregation had a mixture of people with some from
Polynesia as well as black and white Australians.
At the end of the service they showed some slides of one of their members who had been
in a horrific road accident and suffered brain damage. The pictures showed her
recuperating in Adelaide and attending a rehab place. According to a lady we were talking
to, the family had lost a child with cot death, and then their 21 year old son committed
suicide, and then this daughter was involved in the accident after all that. You can’t help
wondering why some people have to bear so much pain.
After lunch back at the caravan, we decided to find the Summer Institute of Linguistics
property. On Christmas Eve 1974 Cyclone Tracy created havoc in Darwin (see box). The
SIL property was extensively damaged together with a large part of Darwin. During 1975
there was a huge Government and community operation to rebuild the city. Bev’s father,
Harold Holt, volunteered to help rebuild the SIL property. He assisted in the erection of at
least one of the new houses according to the new cyclone proof regulations.
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We wanted to see where he had been working and eventually found that the property was
no longer housing the SIL, but now there was an aboriginal housing organisaton called
Yilli Rreung. The two pictures show the front entrance and one of the buildings that could
easily have been the one that Harold worked on. I have also included a picture of the
aftermath of the cyclone.

Cyclone Tracy
From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia
Cyclone Tracy was a tropical
cyclone that devastated the city
of Darwin, Northern Territory,
Australia, from Christmas Eve
to Christmas Day, 1974. After
forming over the Arafura Sea,
the storm moved southwards
and affected the city with
Category 4 winds on the
Australian cyclone intensity
scale,

We met Fiona again and went down to the Fishermen’s Wharf
where there was a big festival being held. The whole thing was
literally held on the wharf and was organised by the various
fishing co-ops and other people with a commercial interest in
fish. You could buy meals there as well as fish of all kinds, and
there was a stage from which various groups were playing
music. Fiona had a connection with some of these musicians,
which was the original motivation for going there. It was very
hot and we had trouble finding a shady spot to have our drinks,
but it was an interesting view of another aspect of Darwin.

After tea, we went to an Assembly of God church where a visiting
children’s choir from Uganda was to be featured. It was a very
slick production with a combination of the children and
background screen adding to what we were seeing on the stage.
The Ugandan children were all pre-teens or early teens and were
really great. They have beautiful
faces with wonderful smiles and
Fishermans Wharf
their vigour and enthusiasm was
catching. They belonged to a
Christian organisation in Uganda
which took in orphans and aimed to
train them as future leaders. All the
children were orphans because
HIV/AIDS had killed their parents, or
they had been abandoned, usually
because sick parents were unable to
look after them. Each of the children told us what they wanted

Tracy killed 71 people, caused
A$837 million in damage (1974
dollars), or approximately
A$4.45 billion (2014 dollars). It
destroyed more than 70 percent
of Darwin's buildings, including
80 percent of houses. Tracy left
more than 41,000 out of the
47,000 inhabitants of the city
homeless prior to landfall and
required the evacuation of over
30,000 people. Most of
Darwin's population was
evacuated to Adelaide, Whyalla,
Alice Springs and Sydney, and
many never returned to the city.
After the storm passed, the city
was rebuilt using more modern
materials and updated building
techniques
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to be when they grew up - doctors, lawyers, pilots, nurse, coach driver, choir conductor etc.
Return to Table of Contents

Katherine
On Monday 18 June, as we left Darwin, we passed a huge sale yard with hundreds of
Brahman cattle in the pens ready for sale.
In the parking area next door were almost
twenty road trains with three cattle trailers
each. Had to get a picture of that!
Further along the road we passed at least
half a dozen WWII airstrips which have
been left more or less intact with signs to
tell you which they are. There are no
buildings, but it gives you a little idea of
the amount of air force activity that was
here during the war.
We stopped at Adelaide
River where there is an
official war cemetery.
As you enter Adelaide
River there is a sign
saying: Welcome to
Adelaide River, the
Territory’s WWII
frontline. I wondered
why it was called the
“frontline” and later read
that four of the six Japanese aircraft carriers which
had been involved in the attack on Pearl Harbour
had made their way south and 75 days later
carried out a similar surprise attack on Darwin
using 188 aircraft. They sunk 8 ships and
damaged many others and 243 people were killed.
Altogether there were 64 Japanese air raids over
the Top End. These included 46 raids over Darwin,
and others over Port Hedland, Broome, Derby,
Wyndham and other places. Large numbers of
troops and planes were brought north and the
Adelaide River was developed into a huge base
where the Australian and American forces had
their HQs. The other factor that would have given
them the claim to be the frontline was that the last
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Japanese air raid on 12 November 1943 was when 9 aircraft bombed Darwin and then
came south to Adelaide River-the furthest south they had been. So it was the frontline
because the HQ was there and because it was effectively the Japanese frontline in the
north of Australia.
We passed a number of road trains with four trailers with gravel on board. These were as
long as any we had seen except in Port Hedland where we had seen ore carrying road
trains with four trailers also.
Because of the weight of the gravel, each truck had 6 axles with four wheels on each and
there are four of these trailers making a total of 96 wheels or 98 if you include the two front
steering wheels also. That is a lot of wheels!!
We returned to the Shady
Lane Caravan Park in
Katherine where we had been
on our way to Darwin, and
were given the best site in the
park. We were under some
taller trees with beautiful little
palms on three sides of us. It
was opposite the toilet,
laundry and BBQ area, so we
went shopping in the local
Woolworths store and had a
BBQ of tasty rissoles and
honey soy chicken kebabs with sweet com. We dined in style under our awning at our
table with champagne glasses filled with Zero Coca Cola - no table cloth. We know how to
dine in style!!
Return to Table of Contents

Katherine Gorge and Edith Falls
The next day we were once again up before dawn to go out to the Katherine Gorge 22
kilometres away for a breakfast cruise. Katherine Gorge is another of those places that I
have heard of for years and so it was another fulfilment of a dream to see it. It is now
called Nitmiluk Gorge as it is part of the Nitmiluk National Park which is run by the
indigenous people. Our caravan park was on the road to the gorge so we turned left and
went until we could go no further. Dawn was breaking as we drove out there and so it was
light at seven o’clock when we boarded the breakfast boat. It had been made with
permanent tables which each seat six people and the cutlery and glasses were all set
ready for us. We sat down in luxury and shared our table with another couple.
Breakfast was served almost immediately and we had the choice of bacon, scrambled
eggs, sausages, tomatoes, baked beans, yoghurt, fresh fruit, croissants and bread rolls
with all the spreads and condiments that one might need. We had “all of the above” - or
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almost - and finished off with a cup of coffee and a glass of orange juice. Now how much
more decadent than that could you get?
But we had come to see the gorge and it was magnificent. No wonder it has been a
legendary place to visit. There are actually 13 gorges, but the first three are the ones that
tourists are taken to. In fact, because we had enjoyed breakfast, we only saw the first two.
You have to change boats at the end of each gorge as they are separated by rocky rapids.
When you walk over the rocks between Gorge One and Gorge Two, there are a number of
aboriginal rock paintings to see on the way. I found myself trying to imagine what it was
like to be an aborigine living in this area hundreds, maybe thousands of years ago without
all the roads, planes, helicopters, boats and tourists that now frequent the place.
The “Rainbow Serpent” pool

Being just after dawn and quite cool, the fresh water
crocodiles were not in sight as they only come to the
surface and on to the sandy banks when there is a bit of
sun to warm them up. We also stayed for a few minutes at
a large pool which we were told was 40 metres deep and
was the resting place of the Rainbow Serpent “who gave
us life and can also take it away.” Aborigine people will not
drink or disturb the water there as it a very sacred place.

When we got back to the caravan and it was only 9 o’clockish, we decided that we would
go to Edith Falls which is at the northern end of Nitmiluk National Park. We travelled back
towards Darwin for 46 kilometres and then turned right and went for another 20 kms. This
brought us to Edith Falls which were quite ordinary (shows how discriminating we are
getting now!) but still beautiful as there was a surrounding framework of pandanus palms
giving it an attractive tropical look. We certainly needed a reminder that we were still in the
tropics as the sky had
clouded over and it
was spitting slightly
and definitely not a
hot day. As we walked
around the pool we
heard people
swimming so I took a
picture of them and as
they came out of the
water laughing, I told
them they were mad
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for swimming in this freezing weather and I wanted a picture of it.
There was a 2.6 km walk around to the top of the falls and back again which was supposed
to take 2 hours, so we headed off on this walk. The reasons for the 2 hour time estimate
became obvious as we climbed (slowly in our case) up the side of the hill. It was quite
steep and required some personal care of the heart and lungs. But we enjoyed it and there
were a number of places
where we stopped for the
view and felt a great sense of
accomplishment. We got
back in an hour and a half!
The rain persisted very
lightly through the
evening and we were
both asleep by 7:30 pm.
It had been a
wonderfully exhausting
day.
Return to Table of Contents

Mataranka and “We Of The Never Never”
It is probable that the first
written mention of the
term “Never Never”
appeared in1884 in “The
Never Never land : a ride
in North Queensland” by
A.W. Stirling

As we knew that we were going to stop in Mataranka, we decided
to read “We of the Never Never” by Mrs Aeneas (Jeannie) Gunn.
It was written in about 1905 and tells the story of her trip from
Melbourne to the Elsey Station when she got married in 1902 and
how she dealt with that first year in the Never Never.
We were fascinated as we read of her trip from
Darwin down this way and she tells of places like
Adelaide River and Katherine that she passed
through. On Wednesday we were going to Mataranka
which is in Never Never country and we planned to
stay for a couple of days to see other places
mentioned in the book including her homestead.
Just on the outskirts of Katherine we stopped to see
the thermal pools. These pools are fed by a spring
where we could see the water bubbling up from
somewhere down below. We found the pool had been
set up with steps and landings for people to get in to
the water easily. The water is a constant 32°
throughout the whole year. It was too late to have a
swim and it was still quite cold as it had rained in the
night and the weather was still overcast and drizzly. It
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almost seemed like Victoria!
At Mataranka we went through the town to the site where the Elsey Homestead replica has
been preserved. A film was made of the book “We of the Never Never” in 1981. For the
film they built a replica of the house that the Gunns lived in as there was nothing left of the
original homestead for them to use.
On the same site there is
also another old original
homestead now simply
called “The Mataranka
Homestead” built by a rogue
called Dr Gilruth. He had
lived in Darwin and even
The Gunn’s Homestead replica
been a magistrate for a
while - he demanded that
instead of calling him “Your
honour” or “your worship”,
they should call him “Your
Excellency”. People hated
him and eventually he was
Dr. Gilruth’s original homestead
recalled to England to
answer a few charges
against him regarding his
handling of business and
political matters. This was
after the people of Darwin
demanded his resignation in
an episode called “The
Darwin Rebellion”. His
station in this area
attempted to raise sheep, but was a failure, although he did grow the biggest pumpkin
seen in the district, of which he was inordinately proud. His homestead is still at this site,
much altered over the years and now
used as backpackers accommodation.
The other place of interest here was
“Maluka’s Bar”. As you can see they
offer drinks at the bar and food from
“Jeannie’s Kitchen”.

Rainbow Springs

While we were there we walked down
to the Rainbow Springs which are one
of the thermal springs around here and
again keep a constant temperature of
around 32°. We love this country and
this spring, like so many places, just
filled us with awe and contentment
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with its palms and tropical forest all around us.
Mataranka consists of a few shops along the
highway and a large parking area opposite for
trucks and caravans with a lawn area between that
and the highway. As we rounded the corner to turn
into the highway, we spotted a whole lot of figures
representing the characters in ‘We of the Never
Never”. And further along was a giant man-made
termite mound which has an audio commentary
about the town and district.
Bev bought some more postcards in the Post Office and
sent some off as well, then we went to the supermarket
to see if they had some small tacks which I needed. It
was quite a well set up shop, but what intrigued us was
that they sold flour in large red cans with a sealed lid in
two different sizes. They said that fishermen like them
because they could use the tin for bait when they had
finished. But the aboriginals also liked them to take out
to their camps for their damper. No weevils and other
nasties could spoil your supply of flour.
They did not have what I wanted so we went down to
the service station and store where we found something suitable in this shop which sold
just about everything. Outside the shop were some aborigines yelling at each other from 6
inches away and I commented to the lady in the shop that I wished people would talk to
me like that as I am deaf. She laughed and said that they had come in from “the Downs”
with their pay and were not local people. She also pointed out another group of aborigines
nearby and told us that they were Christians. The contrast was startling. These people
were having fun together and all had beautiful smiles as they laughed about something.
Meanwhile the others looked as though they were about to start a fight.
I can’t help thinking that we tend to judge the aboriginal people too harshly and that they
are as individual as white people. Some get drunk and are a general pain to society, but
others are quiet, gentle people and are ready to help or chat pleasantly with you. Jeannie
Gunn in her book obviously had a great respect for the aborigines that she met and spoke
of them in the same way as she spoke of the white people, with their failings and their
strengths.
It was almost 1 o’clock
when we were ready to
return to the caravan,
so we stopped in at the
Territory Manor where
they advertised “Barra
feeding” at 1 pm. Here
was a large pool
almost completely
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covered with water lilies in flower. Because the day was cool, they were not out in full
bloom, but a beautiful sight nonetheless. The chap walked on to an underwater platform
about knee depth below the surface and waved
some tempting morsels of bait around for the
barra to feed on. We could see three or four
large barras swimming around, but it took them
a while to respond. When they did, he was able
to grab them by the jaw and hold them up for a
few seconds for us to see. They were about a
metre long and he told us that they had been
hand reared, so were not wild barramundi, but
were used to human interaction. The last one he
held up for us was about 22 kilos in weight and
he said he had never caught that particular one
before.
As we walked back to the kiosk, we passed a
“cluster fig tree” which is native to the area. It
had a lot of figs on it, still small and round and
green, which are used as bush tucker by the
aborigines. We found that the kiosk was actually
one we had read about which made “the most
appetising apple strudel in Australia”. We also
found that they cook a mean barra, so we had a grilled
barra and salad and, for the first time I began to
understand what all the fuss was about. Bev had the
apple strudel and reckoned it was pretty much up to
par.

Bev swimming in Bitter Springs

We went down to Bitter Springs which is not far from
our caravan park. It was another magical place with a
thermal pool OK for swimming at 32°. There was a
beautiful walk around the pool and once again we
were carried away with the romance of it all. We have
not been able to find out why it is called “Bitter
Springs”. A surveyor called Stephen King who worked
on the Overland Telegraph line came across them and
named them “Bitter Springs”. The telegraph line which
transformed communication in the centre and north of
Australia went from Adelaide to Darwin and was
completed in 1872. Maybe he named it because one
of the by-products of the water seeping through the
sandstone to produce a spring is that there can be a
“rotten egg” smell comes with it sometimes. We did
find out that “Bitter Springs” was the name of the town
before someone changed it to Mataranka to make it
sound more attractive for tourists.
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Our caravan park at
Mataranka and the field of
termite mounds next door
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On Saturday Bev started the day with a swim in the
Bitter Springs. Because we were there early, we were
the only people about and it was a beautifully calm and
peaceful morning. Afterwards we drove down the road
which leads to the homestead and then turned off
before we got there and travelled along John Hauser
Drive. This drive follows along the Roper River which is
described as “one of the world’s truly great rivers”.
Because of the many springs which feed into creeks
which flow into the river, it always keeps a good flow,
even in the dry. We were there in the middle of the dry
and it was flowing as wide and strong as I have ever
seen the Murray flow.
The Botanic

Our first stop along
here was the Botanic
Walk. It was a similar
walk through the kind
of country we have got
used to, and at the
base of many trees
was a plaque which
told us what that tree
was and how the
aborigines use its fruit,
wood or bark. Most of them
we had seen before, but I
loved the banyan tree which
seems to have no trunk, but
just a huge display of aerial
roots which branch out into a
large shady tree.
Further along was the site of a
large aboriginal encampment
provided by the Australian
army to house a lot of people
from Darwin during the second
world war. Mostly it was now
just a series of overgrown
concrete slabs that had been
the base of their main
buildings. It was built beside
the Roper and it wasn’t hard to
imagine a large number of

tents or humpies set up in the surrounding bush.
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As we walked around this area we saw a snake about three metres in length sunning itself
on an old rusty piece of tin. We took a couple of pictures
but decided that discretion was the better part of valour
so we did not stir it up at all.
We went on to the Twelve Mile Yards which is the
remains of a series of cattle yards where cattle were
mustered for market. Being right on the river bank, we
wondered whether they shipped them down on barges.
Here there was a walk of 4 kilometres each way which
would take us to the Mataranka Falls. It was a very easy
walk which went along the river bank. On the way we
saw cloven hoof prints and half expected to come
across a Brahman cow or bull round any corner - but no
such luck. Later we saw some much smaller cloven hoof
prints and wondered what they were until some people
we met said they had seen a wild boar on the other side
of the river. We didn’t particularly want to meet him.
After an hour or so we arrived at the falls and were a bit
disappointed because they were not very grand or high
or even interesting. Much of the material that held the
water back to create the falls seemed to be concrete or
some other manmade material. Still it was our
destination and we had made it without any real bother.
An hour later when we got back to the car, we had a
strong sense of satisfaction with our walk and our lack
of any physical aches or pains especially as Bev had
done a large part of the walk in bare feet.
On the way back we stopped at the old sheep dip which
was used till the 1920’s when sheep were no longer
farmed here and they concentrated on cattle. It looked
very similar to the sheep dips used in the Mallee when
we were up at Rainbow, where the sheep are
“encouraged” in one end. At this end there are no
steps, but just a small slippery slope which guarantees
that the sheep will slip in to the dip and then they are
usually dunked by someone with a pole. They then
swim to the other end where there are steps for them to
climb out, and they find themselves on a concrete slab
where they drain off before being sent on their way
again.
We booked ourselves in for another night so that
we could stay and see more of this fascinating
“Never Never”.
Return to Table of Contents
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Elsey Station
Bev started our bonus day here with walk down to the Bitter Springs for a swim in the pool.
We have found it interesting to see the various attitudes of people who are doing this touring
around. Quite a few of the people are just enjoying a caravan trip but when it comes to
taking in the sights, history and fascination of the
country they are passing through, they seem to
be completely unaware of all that. In this case,
one of the other swimmers who came to the pool
while Bev was there, got himself in to the warm
water of this natural pool, surrounded by the
most glorious palm trees and greenery coming
right down to the water, and immediately
commented “There are sharp stones on the
bottom of this pool. They ought to do something
about that.”
In the latter half of the afternoon we drove down
the highway a few kilometres to where the original
Elsey Station cemetery is. As we had almost
finished reading Jeannie Gunn’s book, it was
fascinating to see the actual graves of some of the
characters in her book and in some cases, memorial
stones when they had been buried elsewhere. She
herself has a memorial stone there with the
information that she is buried in Melbourne. But her
husband “the Maluka” is buried there and so are a
number of the others. “The Fizzer” in the book is the mail
man and she writes about the difficulties he faced in
getting the mail through in the harsh conditions of the
Never Never, but he always did. Not only was he a
consistently cheerful character and always reliable, but he
showed immense courage and enterprise in getting the
mail through on time. In the cemetery we learnt that a few
years after 1902, the year about which the book is written,
he was trying to get through with a letter asking for urgent
help for a seriously ill woman, and drowned trying to cross a
flooded crossing at Campbells Creek. He was buried at that
site, but his remains were brought to this cemetery and
reinterred in 1944. I reckon if the Fizzer had kept a diary, it
would have made good reading.
I had not realised (my faculties have slowed down in the
heat) that if the cemetery was here, then it would follow that it
would most naturally have been placed somewhere not far
away from the homestead. Sure enough, only a couple of
hundred metres away was the site of the homestead about
which Jeannie writes so vividly. There is no homestead there
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now, but an information board at the site shows just where all the buildings were and I got a
sense of both discovery and deja vu as I stood there and for a few minutes lived in the Never
Never in 1902. I am fascinated in history, and don’t find it hard to lose myself as I bring to
life in my mind and emotions the happenings of the past.
There was a small group of aboriginal women and girls sitting on the roadside chatting and
playing as it grew dark, and their presence seemed just right for this remote place. They
waved happily to us as we waved goodbye to them.

Return to Table of Contents

Daly Waters
It had been raining during Sunday night and we went through a shower or two the next
morning as we headed south for Elliott. We had heard that Daly Waters had had 4 inches of
rain a couple of nights before and all the caravans had to get out of the caravan park and
park on the roadside. So when we got to the turnoff to Daly Waters, which is actually just off
the highway, we turned down that road and into the most amazing little village we have
seen. Sure enough, as we entered the town, there were caravans all along the roadside and
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only a few caravans in the caravan park on the high ground at one side. Our impression, as
we passed the caravan park and entered the village itself, was that the place consists of a
pub built for people who are no taller than about 6 feet, and that was it. There was a servo
on the other side which also belonged to the pub. It had all sorts of interesting signs on the
outside including one which stated in large black letters “Drive slow, chooks Xing ‘ere” and
others which said such things as: “If we ain’t open it’s probly cos we is closed”; “Please by
sumthin mate!! I got a wife 6 chooks and a kid 2” or on a timber name plate for your home

“didyerbringyergrogalongorareyagunnadrinkmineagen” The place definitely had character!
Daly Waters was actually the first place in Australia to have an international airfield nearby
and was originally built to service early Qantas passengers while they waited for their plane
to refuel.
DALY WATERS AIRPORT
(Wikipedia)
Daly Waters was Australia's first international airfield. The airfield was a centre for the London to Sydney air race of 1926 and
was a refuelling stop for early Qantas flights to Singapore. During the 1930s, the growth of international air travel meant the
airport became a busy hub, despite its isolation and rudimentary facilities. The airfield was served by QANTAS, Australian
National Airways and Guinea Airways as well as being an important connection point for MacRobertson Miller Airlines flights
to Western Australia.
In the early months of 1942, following the outbreak of hostilities in the Pacific against the Japanese, the airfield was used a
waypoint on the "Brereton Route" for operations between Australia and Java. It was a staging base for aircraft from
Cloncurry, Queensland and then up to Darwin, Northern Territory area airfields. The Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF)
requisitioned the airfield and on 15 March 1942 it became RAAF Base Daly Waters. Daly Waters became operational on 15
May 1942.
The 64th Bomb Squadron of the United States Army Air Forces' Fifth Air Force 43rd Bombardment Group were based at Daly
Waters from 16 May 1942 until 2 August 1942, flying B-17 Flying Fortresses from the airfield. The squadron made numerous
attacks on Japanese shipping in the Dutch East Indies and the Bismarck Archipelago. Other operations during this period
included support for ground forces on New Guinea; attacks on airfields and installations in New Guinea, the Bismarck
Archipelago, Celebes, Halmahera, Yap, Palau, and the southern Philippines; and long-range raids against oil refineries on
Ceram and Borneo.
In late 1943, the RAAF base was wound down as the war proceeded north, and the airfield was returned to civil use.
Commercial traffic continued at the airfield until 1970. Ansett and TAA operated one flight a week on a Wednesday with TAA
flying south in the morning and Ansett flying north in the evening. The last TAA flight took place on April 1, 1970 with Ansett
concluding its operations a week or so later. The original Qantas hangar still stands, housing exhibits of photographs and
equipment from the area's aviation past. The main runway, although deteriorated, appears to still be serviceable. The airfield
is still utilized by the RAAF for joint military manoeuvres.
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Elliott
On the road just north of Elliott there was another interesting place called Newcastle Waters
which we didn’t visit because of the wet weather. This is a ghost town now, but once served
the many drovers who passed through the area. Jack Sergeant was a wannabe publican

Newcastle Waters (from left) Jones Store now a museum, church, Junction Hotel, Drovers Memorial

who had the misfortune to have very little ready cash to build a pub, because most of his
ready cash was owed to him by a number of debtors. He got them together and suggested
that if they were to go around the area and collect all the scrap iron from the old windmills
abandoned at the stock route bores and cart it all in to Newcastle Waters, they could help
him build a pub and he would wipe their slates clean. They did, and he did.
There were two caravan parks in Elliott and we went into the bigger of the two and found
that it was awash with large puddles of red mud everywhere and even the few “dry” sites did
not have concrete slabs and you had to step out straight on to red mud, so we pulled out of
there without stopping and went to the other one which was really just the backyard of the
pub. There was room for about 6 caravans only, but it had a clean toilet block, power and

very little mud! I backed the caravan so that one wheel was on a concrete slab that held a
picnic table so that we could step out on to concrete. It was still raining so we left the car
attached and, as the caravan was level we didn’t even put the corner supports down, but got
straight in after attaching the power and dried off and fugged up.
Later in the evening we heard voices outside and found that a group of young backpackers
were setting up some tents around us. There were two couples and a girl on her own in
three tents. It turned out that the two couples had been travelling together in an old pre 1983
Toyota and had picked the girl up somewhere. Judging by their accents and their
conversation we reckoned that there was an Englishman, a Finn, a Swiss (that was the lone
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girl), a German and an Irish person. Unfortunately for them, the Toyota should have been
using an additive every time they filled with unleaded petrol, but they did not think it was
necessary, until the motor seized up and they were stranded at Elliott in the middle of
nowhere. They made some phone calls and arranged to get a coach the next morning at 5
am. As the weather was still pretty miserable, Bev offered them some boiling water and
mugs to make a cup of tea or coffee which they appreciated.
The sun was shining as we left on Tuesday morning, and this raised our spirits. We were
heading for Wauchope (pronounced “walkup”), a decision made simply by looking at the
place that was about half way between Elliott and Alice Springs. We were welcomed by a
wayside board to “the Barkly”. We would be travelling in the area which I had heard of for
many years as the Barkly Tablelands. Yesterday we travelled through country with quite
large trees, very much resembling an English forest - the sort of place where Robin Hood
could have hung out. But today the trees are more scrubby and the Barkly seems to be
much more like some of the desert country we went through across the Nullabor.
Not far before we came to Tennant
Creek, was a place called Threeway
which is where the Barkly Highway
meets the Stuart Highway. This is the
main turnoff if you are going across to
Queensland, and just beside this turnoff
is a memorial to John Flynn who started
the Australian Inland Mission work, and
also the Flying Doctor Service.

Tennant Creek was the major town that we passed through so we stopped there to do get
some petrol and have some lunch. The town was said to have started in another position a
few kilometres away, but one day the beer wagon broke down here and when the drovers
and others realised this, they made their way happily to the broken down wagon and set up
camp. This developed into a pub and the town moved around it.
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Apart from this apocryphal story (or is it?) we did not find the town very attractive, but
that was probably because it did not have anything other than the main street for us to
see. Although it does have the first Australian Inland Mission building set up by John
Flynn.

Just before we came to
Wauchope we saw a sign to turn
off for the “Devil’s Marbles”. It
was only just off the road and
was a collection of strange round
rocks which had been formed
over many years. They were
quite intriguing and we spent a
few minutes getting pictures and
including pictures of a group of vehicles belonging to some people who ran sideshows for
country shows etc. Later we learned that this was a sacred site for aboriginal women and
that the Flynn Memorial outside Alice Springs had used a stone from here for the memorial.
However there was some strong protests from the aboriginal people and after some years
of negotiation, they replaced the stone with another “non sacred” one and returned the
original to this site.
Return to Table of Contents

Wauchope
We arrived in Wauchope about 3:30 pm and
found that there was nothing there but a pub
with a caravan park behind it. This one had
quite a few van sites on hard gravel and clean
toilets and showers. We once again kept the
car hitched on to the caravan and did not put
any corner supports down and had a good
night’s sleep, although it was very cold and
this was a bit of a shock to our tropic
seasoned bodies.
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On checking the “rig” in the morning just before pulling out, I found that one of the caravan
tyres was badly worn down to the metal which was showing almost all the way around. The
caravan has independent suspension so there is nothing you can do to improve this uneven
wear. I drove out to the front of the pub on to the bitumen and put the spare tyre on.
There were two or three interesting places on this part of the road too.
Wycliffe Well consists of a roadhouse and not much more. But Wycliffe
Well is not just another roadhouse — it is the self-proclaimed UFO
Capital of Australia. According its own brochure, "UFO sightings are so
common, that if you stayed up all night looking, you would be
considered unlucky not to see anything, rather than lucky to see
something". The local restaurant is filled with newspaper clippings and
images to persuade skeptic visitors. It also boasts one of the largest
selections of beer in the Northern Territory. The second may explain
the first!
Another place of interest that we passed through was Barrow Creek. It
had become famous for being the closest town to the location of where Peter Falconio was
murdered by Bradley John Murdoch, and Joanne Lees was abducted. The actual location of
the crime was I believe,
10 or 12 kilometres to the
north of Barrow Creek. It
received a lot of publicity
and there was a lot of
drama when Murdoch
was finally captured.

We stopped at Ti Tree for lunch and I discovered that the
other caravan tyre had also worn, but not quite as badly as
the first one. I did not have a spare now with the caravan,
and confidently assured Bev that these van wheels were
compatible with the car tyres. However they were not! So
we drove the rest of the way to Alice Springs with the
knowledge that we had a bald tyre that could well have a
limited life span. We just hoped that it would live until we
got to the Alice.
While we were having our lunch at Ti Tree there were a lot of aborigine people around and
we learnt that it serves a wide area of aboriginal communities. What struck us was not the
people, but their dogs! As soon as we opened the caravan door to have our lunch, there
was a dog looking hungry. Later we were to see a dozen or more dogs in the area of the
service station running hopefully from caravan to caravan.
We did not stop at Aileron, but wondered about its name - the moveable portion of an
aeroplane wing? There was nothing to enlighten us about this, but as we drove past the
small centre which was off the road a bit, we saw a sign saying “See the Big Man”, and up
on the hill behind the settlement was a huge sculpture of an aboriginal man silhouetted
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against the sky and standing about 17 metres high. It was quite a sight. The statue called
‘Anmatjere Man’, is based on a traditional man from the local Anmatjere tribe. Built by Alice
Springs local, Mark Egan, the statue was
built in 12 months, weighs about nine
tonne, was erected in December 2005
and stands proudly on a hill overlooking
Aileron and the surrounding region. The
Anmatjere people have named the
sculpture after Charlie Quartpot
Ngwarray, who once lived in this area —
he was a leader and an important man, a
rainmaker. Greg Dick, owner of the
Aileron Hotel has installed lights so that
the huge figure can be seen at night.
About 30 or 40 kilometres north of Alice Springs we came to
the tropic of Capricorn again. This point had a big sculpture
to mark the spot and it also marked the place where we left
the tropics and headed for our more “interesting” weather
back home.
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Alice Springs
We made it safely to Alice Springs and as we had not booked a site we went to the
Wintersun Caravan Park which is a Top Tourist Park and we are members of that group.
They had a site, even though the scuttlebutt on the way down here was that everything was
booked out. Not only did they have a site, but it was a good one, so we settled in and put
the awning and the TV aerial up and got in out of the cold. The night before it had been 5
degrees and it felt as if it was heading for the same spot on the thermometer again.
We did a quick tour of Alice Springs and also found a little fish and chips shop which sold us
some battered butterfish and potato cakes. They were a very nice way to finish the day,
especially as they had given us one more piece of fish and one more potato cake than we
had ordered. We don't think it was a mistake, but just the act of a generous shop keeper.
The beautiful and picturesque MacDonnell Ranges dominate the landscape and also the
tourist attractions on either side of Alice Springs, so that’s where we set off to in the next
few days. As we had heard that Uluru and Kings Canyon were booked out, we phoned from
Alice Springs and were able to book three nights at Yalara at the Ayers Rock Resort
Caravan Park and then phone Kings Canyon Resort and booked two nights there.
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We both thought we should get new tyres rather than “good second hand" ones for the
caravan as we had originally planned, so I raised the corner supports of the caravan and
loosened the awning and then removed the bad tyre. The other bad one was already off the
caravan. We went into town and asked at a Motor Mechanics place where he thought the
best place was for tyres in town. We actually thought this was a very clever way of getting to
the tyre place that the locals would use. The guy in the shop had just finished making a
piece of toast (it was about 9:30) and was far from helpful. “Yeh, there is a tyre place,
Beaurepaires.” “Yes”, I said, “I have seen that but is there anywhere else that we could go
that might be more competitive?" “Depends what you want. If you want cheap tyres they’ve
got them.” “But is there a competitor who might have cheaper tyres?” “Could be, but they
would only have the same cheap tyres or expensive ones if you want them." I began to feel
about now that I had disturbed his breakfast and that the circles we were going around in
would lead to nowhere, so we went to Beaurepaires. They were expensive - even the cheap
tyres - but their service was great. In about ten minutes we had our tyres and were off
again.
In the next few days we saw a number of other tyre places. Back at the caravan I was then
able to put two brand new tyres on the van and tighten the awning, put the
supports down and we were home and hosed. A shower and some lunch finished me off
and Bev had also done the washing and cleaned out the boot of the car etc.
Alice Springs is mainly on a flat area surrounding the Todd and Charles rivers, both of
which are dry most of the time. The Todd has a causeway and also a bridge which
presumably gives access to the other side even when the Todd is flowing. The sand that
forms the base of the river is quite flat for a good distance and it is not hard to imagine the
wonderful Henley on Todd being run there in August. Bev read out a bit about the Henley
on Todd and it said that there were a number of things needed if you were going to
participate. These included a bottomless boat, a lot of imagination and a sense of the
ridiculous!

Anzac Hill Lookout and the view of Alice Springs
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We drove out the 50 kilometres to Stanley Chasm, but there was a $10 pp charge to get in
and we had not brought any money with us, so we went back to Simpsons Gap.
Return to Table of Contents

Simpsons Gap
On the way we had a fascinating encounter. We saw a person walking along through the
large tussocks of spinifex about 20 or 30 metres back from the road and parallel with it,
leading three camels laden with water containers, food supplies, camping gear etc. We
stopped and I grabbed the camera and blundered through the tussocks to meet this
traveller. It turned out to
be a woman who didn’t
stop as I approached as
if she was on a mission
and
no
bearded
photographer was going
to sidetrack her. I asked
her where she was
heading and she said
“West". I said, “Will you
end up at the coast?”.
“Hopefully" she said. “Do
you mind if I take your picture?” “No, you can take a picture of the woman going west.”
Because she did not slow down, I hurriedly aimed the camera as she was going away from
me and got two or three pictures. I have a vague memory of reading in the paper some
months ago or even longer, about a woman who was going to walk across Australia with
her camels. Because our conversation was so limited, I was not able to find out any more.
Simpsons Gap was another of those places that we found difficult to believe that there was
such a beautiful place in this dry and barren land. We have seen so many of these beautiful
places that we should be believers by now, but each one is different and each one stuns us
again. At Simpsons Gap there was a large pool which was set in a gap in the range of

mountains and was enhanced with a few beautiful white barked river gums. As we looked
up at the rocks above us, we saw some black footed rock wallabies high up amongst the
tumble of rocks. They are only small and are intriguing to watch as they jump around the
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rocks, disappearing from time to time and then appearing again unexpectedly in another
spot.
The geologists say that Alice Springs is in an area that was originally under the sea, but
was eventually left a long way from the sea when the water receded. Here they tell you that
it is the one place that is the same distance from all the beaches in Australia.
Return to Table of Contents

West MacDonnell Ranges, Glen Helen Homestead and Hermannsburg Mission
On Saturday we packed some lunch and set off on the road to the west again, past
Simpsons Gap and Stanley Chasm, along a large valley that goes the length of the West
MacDonnell
Ranges. On our
right was a range
of mountains with
rounded,
soft
shapes, some of
them resembling
resting elephants
or
a
person
sleeping, while in
contrast, on our
left was a range of mountains that had long ridges of rock running along the spine of the
range. It was not hard to imagine the process of erosion over the years wearing away the
surrounding softer rock and dirt and leaving these stone walls. We thought of these ridges of
rock as “the great wall of China”, but to the aborigines they are caterpillars.
The aborigines have a story of the three caterpillars, Yeperenye, Ntyarike and
Utnerrengatye. They dominate the Dreamtime story telling around here. The aboriginal
name for the area on which Alice Springs was built is 'Mpamtwe', which is supposedly the
place where the Dreamtime caterpillars originated and from which the MacDonnell Ranges
were formed.
We followed the same road we had been on yesterday past Stanley Chasm for about 40
kilometres until the road divided. The left hand road went to Hermannsburg Mission and the
right went to a number of gorges and other scenic places. We turned right and about 90
kms further on came to the Glen Helen Homestead. This was a very ordinary looking
building on the outside, but inside it was full of character and history - a bit like an old
English pub. Also on standby was a helicopter to take people for scenic flights. They had
developed a bit of a ‘resort’ here and it was situated up the slope above the Finke River.
The abovementioned geologists say that the Finke is arguably the oldest river in the world.
Here at Glen Helen there is a deep waterhole that is said to be 14 metres deep, and is
surrounded by a gorge. While we watched, the surface of the water kept on being broken by
some kind of fish that was jumping out of the water. The Finke River itself, like most of the
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rivers in the inland is dry most of the time, but I took a picture of Bev ‘swimming’ in a ‘no
swimming’ area. The sign is there but no water.
Ormiston Gorge on the way back was also beautiful with wonderful shades of orange on the
high rock
walls
around it,
and the
water still
and
reflective.

The Finke River and waterhole at Glen Helen
The “No Swimming” sign

about 5 o’clock after the
Visitors Centre was
closed, but we were
able to see the
buildings and small
historical cemetery
where some of the
German priests and
others were buried. I
took a photo of two
graves of children who
had died in their first
year of life. This was
where Albert Namatjira
was brought up and
from where he

Bev views the Memorial celebrating the
Centenary of the founding of the
Hermannsburg Mission.
Below are some of the buildings

We still
wanted to
see
Hermannsb
urg Mission
and the time
was getting
away from
us, so we
drove back
to the
turnoff and
set off to
drive the 80
or 90
kilometres
to the
Mission. We
got there
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developed his skill as an artist. The MacDonnell Ranges where we had been driving for the
last two days are the ranges that feature in so many of his paintings. The place is still an
aborigine community, but we were uncertain whether it was still being run as a mission. As
you drove around, wherever the road turned into the streets where their private homes were,
there were signs to say
that it was private land
and not to enter.
We drove home as the
sun was setting and got
some more of the
pictures that could make
up an album in itself of
‘sunsets in the north’.
Getting home after dark,
we detoured to Anzac
Lookout and had a look at the city with its lights on. It was the night before “Territory Day”
which is a bit like a mini Australia Day. Firecrackers are legally sold in the Territory and as
we watched there were quite a few crackers being exploded in the darkness.
Return to Table of Contents

East MacDonnell Ranges, Aviation Centre and Namatjira Grave
Sunday 1st July and we found that the Baptist Church was only a few minutes’ drive around
the corner, so we headed around there at 9:30 am to attend the morning service. The church
is in an industrial area and was probably a warehouse in a previous life. They have spent the
last few years making it into a really attractive church with lots of facilities and a place they
can be proud of. Working parties from ‘down south’ have travelled up and spent a couple of
weeks or longer helping with the renovations. The chap who preached, is a pastor at the
Bayside Baptist Church in
Melbourne and had been up
with his son to a working bee.
He was even able to tell us
that his son had made the
framework for a particular wall
at the back of the church. We
enjoyed the service at which
there were about 200 or more
people. About half of them were visiting tourists like us.
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After lunch we took the road to the east of Alice which took us into the Eastern MacDonnell
Ranges. We saw Emily’s
Gap and, more importantly
for us, Jessies Gap. We
wanted to get some
pictures of this place so
that we could send a
picture of it back to our 94
year old neighbour, Jessie
Holt, whom Bev usually
sees a couple of times a
day when we are home.
(Left) Emily’s Gap with
While we were walking
fascinating aboriginal
down to Jessies Gap, we
paintings in the cave
met a couple from
Paynesville and shared
which you can see in the
flood stories with them.
picture.
We had phoned my
(Right) Speaks for itself.
brother Frank who was
looking after our place in
our absence, and found
that the Traralgon Creek
was in flood and of course we had seen the TV news footage of the floods in Bairnsdale and
Lakes Entrance. They kindly took a picture of Bev and me in front of the Gap and we were
able to print it out when we got back to the caravan park and post it to Jessie straight away.
When we returned to Alice Springs we went to see the
aviation centre where there is an interesting museum of
things to do with the early aviation history in Alice Springs.
This included a special area in memory of two men who
were killed when their plane got lost while they were
searching for Kingsford Smith when his plane went down
in the northwest. Kingsford Smith was eventually found,
but these two died of heat and dehydration out in the
desert of outback Australia.
Next to this is an historic cemetery where Albert Namatjira
is buried. We found his grave and it had a headstone with
one of his paintings done in tiles on it. He died in Alice
Springs in 1959. Lasseter, of “Lasseter’s Lost Reef” fame
is also buried there but the area was too large and our
time too limited to find his grave.
On the way back to our van we went down to the Todd River to get some pictures of this
famous place.
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Uluru
On Monday we were ready to travel to Uluru, the spiritual centre of Australia. But first an
interesting stop on the way.
Stuarts Well
Back on 5 May, when we were with Anne in WA and went out for tea, we met a lady who told
us about a small place south of Alice Springs called Stuarts Well. There is, she said, little
there except for Dinkie the Dingo who plays the piano and sings each evening. I said then
that I would believe it when I saw it.
About 90 kilometres south of Alice, we came to Stuarts Well. The pub was on a small side
road, and as we drove in we saw this Camel Farm. It was right next door to the pub and
service station, and there did not seem to be any other human habitation for miles around.
We drove a few metres further and came to the “Stuarts Well Roadhouse and Caravan
Park”. It was a service station with a shop and bar. There was a woman standing behind
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the counter and when we went over to her we
could see that she had a well weathered face
and a look about her that we wouldn’t want to
give her any trouble. Yet as we spoke to her we
detected a twinkle in her eye that belied the hard
exterior. We asked her if Dinkie was still alive
and still performing, and she assured us that this
was so. I then said, “I suppose that we are here
at the wrong time of day to hear him sing.”
“That’s right,” she said,” he sings at night”. Then
she gave us a look with a twinkle as if to say
“Hold your breath for a minute” and she went to
the phone. When it was answered we heard her
say, “Jim, there are some nice people here that
would like to see Dinkie, could you bring him
over?” Then she turned to us and said, “Just
wait a minute, Jim will bring the dog over for
you.” We were astonished at her kindness.
She took us to the sparsely furnished dining
room and, sure enough, the first thing we saw
was a piano with a board full of newspaper
cuttings on the wall above it. They were all about
Dinkie the Singing Dingo who had even travelled
overseas and become an international star. A
little later Jim came in with his dingo. He said
that he hoped Dinkie would play and sing for us,
but when Bev said that she could play, he
jumped at her offer. So Bev sat down at the
piano and played something and then, without
much urging from Jim, Dinkie jumped up on to a chair beside the piano and then on to the
keys of the piano until he was standing with his front paws on the treble keys and his hind
legs on the bass keys. And before very long he raised his head and shaped his mouth into
an “O” shape and howled to the music.
It was hilarious and Jim was quite thrilled to think that we had heard about Dinkie in the back
blocks of WA. As we were enjoying this private show, another family came in and their little
girl was persuaded to play the piano for Dinkie. I got two 30 second movies of Dinkie singing
to the piano playing of Bev and the little girl.
Jim showed us a receipt from the Flying Doctor Service for $4,737 which had been raised by
Dinkie. The letter was addressed to “Mr. Dinkie Dingo”.
That was definitely a highlight of our trip and we were reluctant to leave. We had lunch near
a bridge over the Finke River which was dry. After travelling just over 100 kms from Stuart
Wells, we came to Erldunda where the road branches off the Stuart Highway for Uluru. We
still had about 230 kilometres or so to get to Uluru and we were stunned when we were still
140 kms away to see this huge monolith that was unbelievably large. Fancy being able to
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see Uluru from 140 kilometres away! But we got it wrong! Along the road a bit we discovered
that this is Mount Conner and it is about 3 times the size of Uluru, but is not a single rock like
Uluru.
We finally arrived at Uluru
after having to stop beside
the road for a few minutes
after a tourist coach went
past us just as one of its
side luggage compartment
doors flew open. I could not
Mount Conner
see how it could have
missed hitting us and we
stopped behind the coach
to see what the damage was. There was none and we think the door must have flown open
just as it had passed us, not before it passed us. The driver of the coach came back to check
and then hurried on again with his precious load.
Return to Table of Contents

Yulara and the “Rock”
We found Yulara which is the settlement where the Ayers Rock Resort is and is about 15 or
20 kms before you get to the rock itself. We pulled in to the caravan and camping section
and found ourselves in a queue behind about a dozen other caravans, motor homes etc.
waiting to register. I stayed with the car as we might have had to move it, and Bev went and
joined the queue at reception to book us in. There was only one girl in there trying to deal
with all these arrivals and so it was about an hour later before Bev came back with directions
to our caravan site. While she was in the queue, she got chatting to the lady next to her and
discovered that she had lived in 17 Shasta Drive in Ballarat in the same street as Mick and
Louise.
The caravan park and camping area is a huge place. There are just under 200 caravan sites,
most of them with power, then there are some large areas for coaches and school groups
etc. to put up their tents. Then there is a cabin section and other sections which we only
caught glimpses of. The rest of the resort has various hotels to meet the financial
requirements of almost anyone, a shopping centre and supermarket, a service station, an
amphitheatre, a swimming pool, a visitors centre and heaps more.
On Tuesday morning we went off to Uluru about 10:30 am and passed the spot where you
go if you are wanting to film the sun setting on Uluru. We pulled up at the base of the Rock
and had already decided that we would not climb the Rock, but we would do the walk around
it. The decision not to climb was confirmed by three things: the climb was closed due to high
winds on the top, and secondly we saw the place where they climb and made an immediate
decision that we would not give it another thought. It is a huge climb and seems to go up at a
very acute angle, and even though it has a hand rail, it still looked pretty scary. And thirdly,
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there was a sign indicating that the aboriginal owners of this land, who regard the Rock as a
sacred place, preferred that people did not climb the Rock.
The walk around took us just under three hours and it was great. The rock changes its shape
and personality all the way around, and there are lots of caves, many with ancient paintings,
and pools and sacred sites to keep your interest. We both finished the walk with sore feet me because I wore the wrong socks and Bev because she wore the wrong shoes. This has
put a dampener on walking for the time being. When we got back to the car we drove on the
bitumen road that circles the Rock, so we have now walked and driven around the Rock.

At sunset, instead of going out to the sunset viewing area down the road, we climbed to the
lookout on the sandhill next to the caravan park to see the sunset. It had been drizzling and
clouded over for most of the day and we thought that this might give us a spectacular sunset
to watch. But it was not to be. The clouds completely blocked the sun, so we did not even
know when the sun actually set. We slumped back to the caravan in the drizzle, pictureless.
This morning Bev went for a drive and a time of worship in the car while I caught up with the
journal. Bev said that while she was parked in the car she heard a dingo howling.
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The Olgas
This afternoon we went to the Olgas.
In many ways these are more imposing and interesting than Uluru. They are not single
rocks like Uluru, but are still awe inspiring when you are up close. My feet weren't working
very well yet, but Bev felt able to do a bit of a walk, so she did the short walk in to the Valley
of the Winds.

In the evening we climbed our sandhill lookout again, and this time the sky was clear and
we were able to see the rock clearly and I
took about 20 pictures with the camera on a
tripod showing the changing of its colour
over about ten minutes.

Sunset
Sunrise

In retrospect we treasured our time at the Rock.
It is true that Mount Connor was much bigger
than Uluru, but it lacked the spiritual,
psychological and nationalistic aspects that
draw people to the Rock. The Rock was a
pretty imposing monolith and the feeling of
being in the psychological and for many people,
the spiritual centre of Australia was certainly a
worthwhile experience.
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While I slept in on Thursday morning, Bev got up early and watched the sun rise over the
Rock.
Return to Table of Contents

Kings Canyon
At about 9:30 am we had packed up and were ready for our drive to the Kings Canyon
Resort. Our rear tyres on the car had very little tread on them and so we were a bit
apprehensive as we didn’t want to have to buy new tyres until we got to Port Augusta at
least. The only stop we made
was at a lookout where we
could see Mount Connor on
one side and on the other a
dry Lake Armadeus. The lake
is just a huge salt pan
Picture of Lake Amadeus taken from the Mt. Connor lookout
shining white in the sun.

The country on the road to Kings Canyon is well populated with desert oaks. These have
similar leaves (or are they ‘needles’ as in ‘pine needles’?) as the buloaks and sheoaks that
we got to know at Rainbow. We were not sure how to tell a buloak from a sheoak, but we
decided that all the trees that only had a single trunk with all the leaves coming from that in
a phallic shape, were the male trees and the trees that had spreading branches in a
weeping formation
which, looking very like
a skirt, were the prettier
sheoaks. Then our
imaginations took over
and we began to see
some kind of social
structure as we drove
along. Mostly there was
a mixture of both kinds
of trees, but every now
and then we would find
a whole area with only
buloaks, a bit like some places in the Centre where men outnumber women by a large
percentage. Then there were the teenage get togethers where all the trees were obviously
young. It added another element to our drive through this barren country. When we got
home we read up a bit more about the desert oaks of the Red Centre and found that they
are all sheoaks at various stages of development!
In this area, you can choose to buy an unleaded petrol called Opal. It has the same octane
rating as unleaded (91) but it has no sulphur and is very low in ‘aromatics’ which provide the
‘high’ that petrol sniffers are after. It is sold throughout the 'Central Desert Region’ which
takes in Alice Springs in the north, the Gibson Desert to the west and down past the South
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Australian border in the south. Some of the aboriginal settlements in this region have
banned any other type of petrol in their part of the world, even to the extent of not letting
visitors in if they are using ordinary unleaded petrol.
Kings Canyon Resort is about ten kilometres from Kings Canyon, so after we had set up our
caravan (8 metres from a toilet block!) we went for a drive to the Canyon and did a little walk
along the canyon floor.
I still had very sore feet
so went along until the
terrain got a bit rocky
and rough and Bev
went the extra few
hundred metres to a
lookout that gave her a
Our caravan is one of these around here
view through the
canyon. Later, back in
the van, we were able
to look out of our window and see the sun setting over the rugged George Gill Ranges
where the canyon is situated.
It was cold in the night and we were glad to have each other and a warm bed, and we heard
a dingo howling in the night.
Bev set off early in the car on Friday morning to go to the canyon and do the Rim Walk. This
is a 6 kilometre walk which starts by climbing up a steep slope to get to the top of the ‘rim’.
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She expected to take maybe four hours to do it, but returned earlier than I anticipated as the
walk had only taken her two and a quarter hours. We downloaded the thirty or so pictures
she had taken and they were stunning. I have included some of them here.

Bev said that the first part went almost straight up the side of the canyon and it was a little
frightening when she turned around and looked back at the car park which was falling away
rapidly behind her. She was glad that there were others walking too, including families with
small children. The kids seemed to have no trouble jumping and skylarking over the rocks
while Bev plodded laboriously on, stopping every now and then to catch her breath.
When she reached the top at this particular area she found an emergency call box which
seemed to her to be very appropriate. From there the track wound up and down over huge
rocks. Everywhere the view was spectacular so she had to stop and record as much as
she could with the camera. At one of the particularly scenic spots, she asked a mother
who had a baby strapped to her back, to stand in the photo to add the human interest. Her
small son ran up to Bev and asked if she would take one of him too. He positioned himself
on a higher rock and posed serenely for her.
Further along she came to the Garden of Eden and there were wooden stairways
descending down into the valley where this beautiful place was situated. She went across
the bottom of the valley and then climbed up the other side. There were many huge river
red gums with their clean white bark, and unexpectedly, lots of cycad palms. With the lush
green fronds of the cycads beside the creek and occasional waterholes, which actually
had water flowing, it gave a beautiful peaceful scene framed by the magnificent red walls
of that particular canyon.
A feature of the walk was the numerous other groups of people and families that were also
doing the walk. There was a group of about twenty led by a guide; parties of young adults;
families with children of all ages, in fact there seemed to be a complete cover of age
groups represented. One group that looked like a youth group from a camp with their
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leader, suddenly burst into song: “I’ve been everywhere man”. They were very good and
they all felt that they would make a great choir. There was a lovely sense of happy
bantering between groups and a feeling of caring for one another. Bev said that she felt
that most groups were unobtrusively caring for her as a lone walker.
This walk was described as a “rim walk” and Bev expected that when she had reached the
top of the first climb, the walk would level out and it would be comparatively flat. This was
not so. The track did a lot of winding, climbing, descending, crossing bridges over chasms,
step ladders for the steep sections and all the time it was winding its way around the
numerous domes, rocks and cliff tops - with no safety fences.
The domes here on the rim reminded Bev
of the Bungle Bungles as they were very
similar in shape and colour. When she got
to the actual Kings Canyon it was amazing
to see the cliffs that formed the canyon
were sheer and as smooth as if they had
been cut with a sharp knife. The colours
were overwhelming, varying from a sandy
white to a deep ochre red. At one place on
the cliff face there was a blaze of white,
going down the red face of the cliff and
looking for all the world like a road going
from top to bottom.

Kings Canyon Car park
The beginning of the Rim Walk

Bev started her walk at about 9:15 am and the
sky was clear, but there was a breeze which
was quite cool, so she was glad to have on
jeans and a long sleeved top. This
combination of clear skies and a cool breeze
remained that way for the whole of the walk.
There was a great relief for her when she
came to the end of the walk and had no aches
and pains and no blisters or sore feet.

After she returned she felt that her day would not be complete without a helicopter flight
over the canyon, so we went to the helicopter landing ground just 500 metres from the
caravan park and booked a ten minute flight for 3 pm. What fun that was! We were in a
small three seater helicopter with wrap around windows which gave us an unhindered
view of the world around and below us. We were only in the air for 8 minutes but we saw
the whole of the Kings Canyon Rim Walk, the Garden of Eden, The sheer smooth faces of
the actual Kings Canyon, the car park and then on the way back, the resort and our
caravan sitting invitingly waiting for us. A nice conclusion to a very happy time here in the
Central Desert Region of Australia.
Return to Table of Contents
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South Australia
Marla
We left Kings Canyon about 10 am and retraced our steps back to the Lasseter Highway
where we turned left and
again retraced our tracks
Mt. Ebenezer Roadhouse
to the Stuart Highway at
Erldunda where we filled
up the petrol at 158 cpI.
It was after lunch when
we got there as the
distance from Kings
Canyon to Erldunda was
about 200 kilometres.
We stopped and had
lunch on the way at
Mount Ebenezer
Roadhouse which was a
kind of log cabin and
very well appointed
inside. They had some
tasty hot food so we sat
in their dining room near a large fireplace with the coals of last night’s log fire still warm in
it, and had our lunch. Next to the dining room was an aboriginal art gallery where some of
the local aborigine people did their art and craft
work and had it presented for sale. It was a bit too
expensive for us, but very interesting to see these
original works.
From Erldunda on the Stuart Highway we turned
south and headed for South Australia. We crossed
the border about 90 kms south of Erldunda and
arrived at Marla without incident later in the
afternoon. Marla is just a roadhouse where
travellers stop for petrol and some, like us, to stay
overnight. We paid our $17 and found a very nice
caravan park in the
rear with great
facilities. The motel
rooms and toilet and
showers all had
polished wood doors
and there was no
problem with water.
In the roadhouse
they had a post
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office, shop, restaurant and service station shop as well as a workshop for mechanical
repairs. They had a great swimming pool and a bar with a sunken beer garden which was
placed in the corner of two blocks of motel rooms - all with polished wooden doors of
course. The beer garden had some huge trees almost covering it. They had an internet
connection there so we were able to read our mail.

Return to Table of Contents

Coober Pedy
We left Marla just before ten on Sunday morning (8 July 2007) and passed the turnoff to
the Oodnadatta Track which runs from here to there. The Ghan track paralleled us for a
good deal of the way but we did not see a train although in the night we had heard a long
train go past while we were in the Marla caravan park.
From here onwards we went through mostly gibber desert. I always thought ‘gibber’ was
some kind of small bush like saltbush, but my education was broadened when I discovered
that gibber was actually small stones that cover the ground. In some places they are the
red colour of so much of the rock around here, in others they are almost black and in other
places a golden sandy colour. Evidently most of this desert area was part of an inland sea
and the gibber is the result of large rocks breaking off surrounding mountains and being
broken down by the wearing movement of water and sand. If the process had gone on, the
gibbers would become sand itself.
In places the gibber plain was also dotted
with saltbush and other small bushes, but
very few trees.
Alongside the road in quite a few
places we saw wedgetailed eagles
feeding on road kill and Bev tried to get
a picture of these magnificent birds, but
it was hard to get close enough before
they flew away. We have always
thought of eagles as living in high cliffs or other high places, but here in the gibber desert
there are no high places. Where do wedgetailed eagles sleep at night here?
We stopped at a roadside parking area which was a dusty gravel area with no trees in
sight. There was a sign out on the road pointing in to the area with a picture of a picnic
table and a tree. The SA road authority must have a sense of humour. We filled the car
with petrol
from our
drums and
headed off
again.
Somewhere in the “Nowhere” south of the South Australian border
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When we still had about 40 kilometres to go before arriving in Coober Pedy, we started to
see these white cone shaped mounds dotted around the countryside, and as we got
nearer they took over the landscape until it was just about all that the eye could see. There
were signs to say that we needed to
watch for mining machinery on the road
and other signs to warn about walking
near the mining areas as they are
dotted with deep holes and are quite
dangerous.
We arrived at Coober Pedy about 1 pm
and almost immediately saw a Top
Tourist Park caravan park. We found a
good position and settled in. We had
time to drive around the town so did a
bit of shopping and discovered an
underground Revival Church and an
Anglican Church called the Catacomb
Church which was also underground
and was named as a salute to the early
church who met in the catacombs under
Rome when they were being
persecuted in the first century. We
bought a book written by a former
minister of the church with fascinating anecdotes of his ministry in a huge area of South
Australia surrounding Coober Pedy.
It was here that we decided that our rear tyre situation was getting desperate. If we could

That’s the Rectory just outside the
church’s entrance

Pete’s Place where I got my best value Hankook tyres

get some reasonably priced tyres
here we would get them. But they
had to be Hankooks to match the
new tyres we had bought just
before leaving Traralgon. I went
the next morning to the Mobil
workshop and asked about
matching the two Hankook tyres.
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He didn’t have any but he told me to go around to Pete at the other tyre place and he could
help. I found Pete the German in his gloriously jumbled workshop and automotive and
hardware store. Everything was covered with dust, but I spent a fascinating few minutes
while I was waiting, browsing around. When I asked Pete whether he had any Hankook
tyres that would match mine, he had a look and then came out and said to me “How much
did you pay for yours?” “About $120” I said. It was actually $125 each when I checked with
my accounts later on. “Well, I’ve got two tyres to match yours at $109. Come and have a
look. It’s written on them.” Sure enough, there were the two tyres that I wanted and each
had $109 written on them. $125 in Gippsland and $109 in Coober Pedy!
We had
booked for a
“Desert Cave
Tour” after
lunch and were
picked up at
the entrance to
the caravan
Coober Pedy is definitely not all underground!
park. Our
driver and tour
guide
introduced himself as Jimmy. He actually had a perfectly good, but unpronounceable,
Greek name, but everyone called him Jimmy. So we set off with Jimmy and a young
aboriginal chap called Darryl, who was studying to be a tour guide. So there were six of us
plus Darryl the aborigine and Jimmy the Greek. We soon learnt that Jimmy had been in
Coober Pedy for 44 years and there were not many pies that he had not had his finger in.
He had played with and coached the local soccer team. He had played and coached
Australian Rules - all this in a place that had no grass. He was a marathon runner and had
carried the torch when it came through on the way to the Olympic Games in Sydney. He
taught dancing. I am not sure whether this was Greek dancing or formal dancing. He was
not a bad hand at pistol and rifle shooting and had won a number of trophies. He seemed
to have sat on every community board or committee in town and had trained with the St.
Johns Ambulance. In this role he had been called in to a number of mine accidents, and
was on call with the ambulance at the racecourse and other sporting events. He is also a
trainer in St Johns Ambulance. In addition he had done some years of opal mining and, as
he pointed out, when you don’t make your fortune in opals you either go back to civilisation
and try your hand at more conventional fortune making schemes, or you end up in Coober
Pedy as a tour coach driver! He drives the tour coach for four hours five days a week
As well as fascinating information about himself, Jimmy was a mine of information about
Coober Pedy as well. He was able to list all the films that had been made or partly made in
this area, (about a dozen I think) and also how he had been involved in some of them,
either as an extra, by having a caretaking role for one of the stars or in one case having
his home used as a set. The reason for using the area for films is its so-called lunar
landscape which results from having thousands of pyramids of soil which have been dug
out and left on the surface as the opal miners have tried their luck. The holes are
deliberately not filled in because it would create a dangerous situation when someone else
came and dug a hole near an old one without knowing it, and there would be a real danger
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of a cave-in. This is all very well, but it makes an opal field a very dangerous place to
wander around and take pictures. Because of this, most of the mined area is restricted and
you have to have a permit to enter.
Jimmy told us that the Coober Pedy opal field covers 5,000 square kilometres and only
about 5% of it has been mined. It is mostly a matter of luck as there is no scientific or
‘correct’ way to mine and find opals. The prospective miner goes to the mines office and
gets a mining licence which cost about $56 and then takes his four pegs and marks out an
area of 100 metres by 50 metres. He can dig anywhere in that area until his licence is due
to be renewed in twelve months’ time. That sounds cheap, but nowadays most of the
mining is done by machinery and that is where the cost comes in. Jimmy took us through
one of the restricted areas and showed us where he had a mine, but had not been very
successful. He sold (or gave, I am not sure which) his mine to another chap and a few
days later the chap came to visit and said to him, “I want to show you something”. He then
produced a bag and removed some huge pieces of rock with great chunks of opal
embedded in them. “Where did you get those” said Jimmy, absolutely astonished at the
find. “About six inches past where you had stopped digging” replied the chap. Later the
man came to Jimmy and asked advice about investing his riches in a couple of properties
in Adelaide. Talk about rubbing salt into his wounds!
We drove about 15 kms north of Coober Pedy to the Stuart Ranges and on the way went
through the
restricted area
where we could
see big
machines
which sieve out
the rubble
looking for
opals that may
not have been
unearthed at
the first
digging. We also pulled up close to a couple of abandoned holes and realised how deep
and dangerous they were. Jimmy showed us his former claim where he had left his corner
posts in to show to tourists.

We went up to a lookout on the Stuart Ranges which overlooked an interesting small
group of mountains called The Breakaways. Beyond The Breakaways were a couple of
stand alone hills, one white and other dark coloured and they were called The Salt and
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Pepper Hills by the white people but were “two dogs” to the aboriginal people. Darryl, our
aboriginal student guide said that he is unable to go on to one of these hills as he suffers
physical discomfort if he does, because he belongs to another animal totem group. Bev

was just getting him talking about
this when we had to move on.
The other thing we could see from
the lookout was that behind The
Breakaways the land was flat
almost as far as the eye could see.
This was part of a large shallow
inland sea which has left behind
many fossils and other signs that
the land used to be covered by
water. It is a bit hard to imagine
this when you are in one of the
driest parts of Australia. We left the
lookout and travelled south again
on one of the back roads which
took us to the big dog fence. This
stretches for 5,300 kms through
Queensland, New South Wales
and South Australia. 2,250 kms of
this fence is in SA. It is not straight,
but meanders up and down and
divides the sheep country from the
northern cattle country. The dingos
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frequent the cattle country and only take the occasional calf, but once they get into the
sheep country they cause huge damage. The fence is regularly patrolled and repaired
when necessary.
We made our way back to Coober Pedy by joining up with the Oodnadatta track which
runs for about 150 kms between Oodnadatta and Coober Pedy. It was getting dark as we
arrived back in town and we were reminded that about 60% of the population lives
underground. Their homes are scattered around the hills as they need to be dug in to the
side of a hill, but because of the haphazardness of this, they do not have actual street
addresses, so you have to find your way to someone’s place by other landmarks. There
are 48 different nationalities represented here so there does not seem to be any racism,
but derogatory comments about people are entirely based on personal factors. There is a
big Greek community here and we were also taken to see the Serbian underground
church. It features sculptures by one of the miners who was obviously very skilled. They
represent John the Baptist baptising Jesus; Elisha, and other biblical figures all carved out
of the stone walls of the underground church. We passed the Catholic underground church
later and also saw a motel which has a lot of underground rooms.
Our last stop was at the Desert Cave Hotel where we went in to the underground bar, past
‘Australia’s only underground gaming room’ with its poker machines and Jimmy shouted us
all a drink. Then we saw a film about the history of Coober Pedy. A group of men were
searching for gold in the area, but ran out of water so changed their search to a water
search. They left 14 year old William Hutchinson to look after the camp while they went out
on their search. When they came back, William was nowhere to be found and when he
returned and they were ready to give him a blast for vacating the camp, he opened a bag
he was carrying and emptied some huge pieces of rock loaded with opals. They stayed
and that became Coober Pedy.

A sense of humour
A necessary trait of character
if you are a golfer in Coober Pedy

What with cheap tyres, Jimmy the Greek and the best presswurst that I have had
anywhere, Coober Pedy is a great place.
Return to Table of Contents
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Port Augusta
We must have been eager to be on the road because we both woke early, so we got up
and were on the road by 6:20 am. It was still dark and we watched the dawn and the sun
rise about 7:25 am. We were heading for Port Augusta. We stopped at a little place called
Bon Bon which was just a roadside stop with a toilet and picnic facilities. We took off again
having revived ourselves with a good cup of coffee. Saw some brumbies very close to the
road. One of them suddenly saw us and galloped parallel to us for a few steps, then threw
its head in the air and raised itself on to its hind legs, shook its mane and twisted itself to
get away from this monster that was attacking it. The three brumbies looked beautiful, fat
and healthy.
By 9:55 am we had reached the half way mark
between Coober Pedy and Port Augusta. About
an hour later, after travelling through pretty dry
and barren country, we saw a large lagoon on
our right and when we came to a viewing place,
we pulled over and took a couple of pictures and
filled the car with petrol from our drums. Even
with the lagoon, there was still not a tree in sight,
just mile after mile of saltbush.
As we went further south we saw the Flinders
Ranges in the distance on our left while the
Gawler Ranges were on the other side.
We arrived in Port Augusta at 1:30 pm and found the caravan park where we had stayed
on our way west more than two months earlier. We made an inadvertent mistake when we
came in to the caravan park as the lady in the reception highlighted on the caravan park
map a number of sites where we could choose to pull in. We found that site 70 was a good
one, and it was highlighted on the map so we pulled in. We found a reserved sign there so
moved it away and settled in. Later the lady came around and said that we had taken a site
that had been reserved for some people who were quite upset that their spot had been
taken. “It’s all right this time as I’ve relocated them. But please don ‘t do this again” she
admonished. Oops!
Return to Table of Contents

Renmark
On Wednesday morning we were not so enthusiastic to leap out of bed, so we got away
about 8 o’clock. Filled the car with petrol at 131.9 cpI and headed off down the road to
Renmark. It is actually a bit of a cross country
run and we found ourselves climbing over the
southern end of the Flinders Ranges crossing
over Horrock’s Pass. It was good to be back in
green country with crops in the paddocks around
us and lots of sheep which we hadn’t seen for a
while.
Nearing the top of Horrocks Pass
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Willowie
The only reason we have to remember Willowee is that a fox ran out from the side of the
road and raced us for a while, then
tried to dash across in front of us,
Willowie – Quite forgettable!
but he ended up under the car, and
as we had heard three distinct
bumps as we went over him, we did
not stop to see the results of our
meeting but drove on, certain that
he had died quickly.

Terowie
At Terowie we saw the lights of a police car flashing as we approached the town and
found that one of the sections of a road train had turned over on the road. There were a
number of police and SES people around, but there did not seem to be any injuries to
people.
As we drove further along we saw
many old ruins of sandstone
homes near the road. We
wondered what the story was that
the population had left this area.

Morgan
We reached Morgan which is on the Murray and as there was a bakery there we stopped
to buy some fresh bread. After that we went down to the riverside where there was a
vehicle ferry and we watched as it went back and forth with a constant stream of cars and
trucks going both ways. There were heaps of house boats and we found it was a lovely
place to stop and have our lunch. There was a little building not far from the water and
when we went over to see what it was, we found that it was an old morgue. The old table
was still there and a drain for the blood etc to drain away if there was an autopsy. It was
used for many deaths on the river or near it and the paddle steamers would bring the body
here to Morgan and place them in the morgue to be dealt with. Evidently one of the men
who had been helping to build it had said “I wonder who will be the first resident here”.
Unfortunately, the day after it was finished he drowned and his was the first body to rest on
the morgue table!
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Renmark
We arrived back in Renmark and after filling the car at 120.9 cpI, we went back to the
beautiful caravan park beside the river where we had stayed at the beginning of our trip.

We parked the caravan and found that we had a visitor, a small miner (the bird, not the
opal hunter!) which we nicknamed Cedric. He hopped straight into the van and started to
have a good look around. Bev got some pictures of him and then kicked him out. Cheeky
bird!

That’s our caravan park

Making sure the caravan was safely
locked against Cedric’s curiosity, we
went for a walk. We were not far
from the famous bridge over the
Murray. The historic bridge was
opened on 31 January 1927 and
was designed to carry a single
railway line in the centre, with a road
lane on each side of it. Since the
railway closed, the centre has
become a pedestrian pathway. It
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has a total of six spans, including one lift span to allow river traffic to pass underneath. It
opens twice a day to let river traffic through. On the other side we found the small town of
Paringa, where we had a look around and then back to the caravan for tea. Paringa has
nothing to make it memorable apart from the bridge
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Victoria
Swan Hill
We knew we were back down south as the weather was cold (bracing), but the sky was clear
and we soon came to the SA/Victorian border
and at last the clocks which we had not
bothered to change were back to telling the
right time again. About 60 kms out of Mildura it
clouded over and we found ourselves going
through a light fog. Now we knew we were
The border is
just a line
home!
across the map
We bought a number of bags of oranges for $2
a bag at a wayside stall and drove through
miles of citrus and vineyards. There were also some olive groves.
We drove through Mildura and crossed the river into NSW and then drove down to the point
opposite Robinvale where we
crossed back in to Victoria. We
got to Swan Hill in good time and
after setting the van up we went
for a walk in to the town. The
place did not impress us very
much. To us, the shopping
centre seemed very scattered.
Even finding what we wanted for
take away was hard to find, but
after wandering around for awhile, we bought some tea and headed back to the caravan. On
the way we passed the Pioneer Settlement, which did not seem to have much life to it.
Broadford
The next morning, (Friday 13 July) we set off for Broadford where Carolynne, our eldest
daughter and her family lived. The Murray Valley Highway took us to Kerang and then we
turned south to Bendigo. We stopped at Heathcote and bought some lunch at the very
popular bakery and then drove on to Broadford where we were greeted by Nick and Ben.
The others came home later and we had a very pleasant tea and evening watching a film
called “Born to be Wild.”
We relaxed on Saturday with the family and enjoyed the renovations they had made to the
place.
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Maribyrnong
On Sunday after lunch we headed down the Hume Freeway to Melbourne and made our
way to Trace and Wilfred’s place. We were welcomed warmly, especially by their dog
Snoopy and spent a warm evening with them and slept in their guest room as the caravan
had to be left out in the street and we didn’t fancy sleeping out there.
Traralgon
Trace and Wilfred both went to work around 8 or 8:30 on Monday morning and we left soon
after. Had a good run through the city and finally along the familiar Princes Highway to
Traralgon. We had a warm welcome from Frank and later from Pam (next door neighbour)
and from Dean (neighbour on the other side). We set the caravan out in the street and
started the tedious job of unpacking and placing things back in the house in their rightful
places.
After school Dean’s three children, Marly, Lucille and Oscar, came bouncing in to welcome
us home too, and then later in the evening when Velleda came home she came over with an
enthusiastic welcome home.
What beautiful neighbours we have! And how nice to be home three months minus four days
from the time we left. . and yet?
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